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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Parkinson's Disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder that
predominantly affects motor planning and motor function. Symptoms associated with this
disease include bradykinesia, rigidity, tremor, and postural instability. These symptoms
are often accompanied by gait disturbances including decreased step length, arm swing,
and gait velocity, as well as diminished trunk rotation and postural instability all which
make functional mobility increasingly difficult. Conventional walking has been shown to
be an effective physical activity to maintain mobility and improve function and overall
fitness. Specifically, walking speed has been identified as a crucial predictor for fall risk
which is why clinicians have identified walldng speed as the sixth vital sign. Pole
walking has gained popularity over the years and may provide additional benefits when
compared to conventional walking. These benefits include improved stride and step
length, faster gait velocity and cadence, improved posture, flexibility, and strength, as
well as improved cardiovascular responses following exercise.
Purpose: The purpose of this case series is to determine the effects of the use of walking
poles in physical functioning, stability, balance, and posture in individuals with mild to
moderate Parkinson's Disease.
Methods: Four individuals (3 males, I female) with mild to moderate Parkinson's
Disease (Hoehn and Yarn Stages 1-3) participated and completed pre- and postassessments and surveys. The assessments consisted of gait analysis through the use of
the GAITRite, postural analysis, strength, flexibility, and a dynamic balance assessment.
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All participants were provided and fit with walking poles, and were provided general instructions
on walking technique. All subjects participated in a six week walking program two days per
week for 45 minutes sessions including warm-up, pole walking, and cool-down.

Results: Data analysis consisted of improved percent change of pre-assessment and postassessment examinations including posture, gait parameters, flexibility, and functional outcome
measures. Overall, positive changes were evident in gait parameters such as gait velocity,
cadence, step length, stride length, and stride width in all participants. Additional changes were
evident in the DGI, 5xSTS, and flexibility. Subjectively, positive changes were noted among the
PDQ-39, UPDRS-111, and perception of improved posture, and positive social engagement in all
participants.

Conclusion: Based on the evidence provided from this case series, it can be concluded that the
use of walking poles with individuals with Parkinson's Disease may be an effective intervention
for maintenance of strength, range of motion, coordination, and multiple gait parameters. Pole
walking is appropriate for improvement of these factors as well as enhanced quality of life for
individuals with Parkinson's Disease, and allows for active participation and an optimistic
approach to exercise. Due to the progressive nature of Parkinson's Disease, further research may
be required with longer duration training, and larger study populations to verify whether or not
walking poles may be included within conventional rehabilitation programs recommended for
individuals with Parkinson's Disease.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Parkinson's Disease (PD) is a chronic and progressive neurodegenerative disorder
that predominantly affects dopamine-producing neurons in the brain. This is
characterized by motor symptoms such as bradykinesia, rigidity, tremor, and postural
instability, which are frequently associated with non-motor disturbances, which strongly
affects physical, psychological, and social functions of patients. 1 These symptoms are
often accompanied by gait disturbances such as shuffling steps, low walking speed, small
stride length, reduced arm swing, rigidity in trunk movements, propulsion, and
retropulsion, 2 making simple daily tasks and overall functional mobility increasingly
difficult. Cugusi et al, 3 states that the optimal management of Parkinson's Disease
requires a combination of pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic interventions such as
physical activity. Tailored exercises for these individuals have shown to go well beyond
the known benefits on cardiovascular, pulmonary, and musculoskeletal systems, and
could optimize the motor abilities of Parkinson's Disease patients through delaying other
disease complications such as dementia, depression, apathy and worsening quality of
life. 1
Many health care professionals have concluded that it is critical to observe
walking speed as a functional vital sign or "sixth vital sign," when working with older
adults. Walking speed is a valid, reliable, and sensitive measure appropriate for assessing
and monitoring functional status and overall health in a wide range of populations and
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diseases. 4 In addition, walking speed has been shown to be predictive of a range of
outcomes including falls, hospitalizations, frailty, functional dependence, cognitive
decline, cardiovascular-related events and mortality. 4 According to Parker et al, 5 gait
disorder is the first complaint in individuals with Parkinson's Disease, and these
individuals are at a greater risk for falls due to gait variability connected with the disease.
This proves walking and balance training to be desired, and effective interventions for
these specific individuals. Pole walking or also known as Nordic walking, is a safe form
of physical activity for individuals with Parkinson's Disease, and offers further benefit as
compared to conventional or normal unassisted walking when employed with the correct
technique. 6-7 Additional benefits include: increased heart rate and oxygen consumption
without an increase in perceived exertion and fatigue; greater activation of core, upper
and lower extremity musculature, enhanced energy expenditure and aerobic effects;
improved dynamic balance and stability; reduced load on articular surfaces; and
promotion of asymmetric body movements. 6-7
Nordic walking technique originated in Finland in the late 1900's in order to
improve the health of sedentary populations. Since then, Nordic walking has gained
international interest and has become a popular form of exercising and a leisure activity
for a variety of populations. 8 In the United States, pole walking has termed the name
"Exerstriding," exercising all the body's major muscles while striding. 8 In the
Exerstriding technique, with the leading foot moving forward, the opposite arm will
extend with the pole and will plant the pole when the arm is at the handshake position.
The individual will then push into the pole while completing the step, similar to a pump
handle. 9 In contrast with Nordic walking, individuals are asked to walk in an upright and
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neutral position, with the poles held close to the body. When the leading foot is moving
forward, the opposite arm swings forward with the pole in hand. The pole strikes the
ground level with the heel of the leading foot. The poles remain pointing diagonally
backward and the pole is pushed as far back as possible. 10 The key difference between
these two techniques relays back to where the poles are planted. The Exerstriding method
works by keeping the poles out in front of the body providing extra balance and stability,
where the Nordic walking method keeps the poles at a diagonal more similar to a nordic
skiing motion. According to Bumgardner,9 the muscle engagement is similar in both pole
walking methods as the triceps, pectorals, abdominals, latissimus dorsi, and erector
spinae muscles are all engaged providing full body activation. 9 Additionally, the
reciprocal motion of the arms and legs work to promote trunk rotation, which is
something often lacking in individuals with Parkinson's Disease as rigidity of the trunk is
a common characteristic of the disease.
While pole walking has gained popularity due to the proposed health benefits in
all ages, research relating to the benefits of pole walking in individuals with Parkinson's
Disease is limited. The purpose of this case series is to determine the effects of the use of
walking poles in physical functioning, stability, balance, and posture in individuals with
mild to moderate Parkinson's Disease. Specific aspects being identified and observed in
this study included gait, posture, balance, flexibility, strength, and cardiovascular effects.
It has been hypothesized that the use of walking poles in individuals with Parkinson's
Disease can improve the efficiency of gait and balance, provide postural benefits, and
impact cardiovascular response to exercise. Effects on physical functioning will be
studied following a six-week program utilizing the Exerstrider technique to determine the
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appropriateness of pole walking as a safe and effective exercise modality for individuals
with mild to moderate Parkinson's Disease.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
This research received by the University of North Dakota approval through the
International Review Board (IRB-201905-303) (Appendix A). Each participant was given
a copy of and signed a consent form which included consent to videos and/or obtain
photos (Appendix B).
Participants
Four participants (3 males, 1 female) were recruited through word of mouth and
the local community health club to complete the study. The participants ranged in age
from 63-66 years (m = 64.75), and the total number of years since initial Parkinson's
diagnosis ranged from 1.5-17 years (m = 6.625). All participants met the inclusion
criteria of: mild to moderate Parkinson's Disease, over the age of 18 years old,
community ambulator, no health concerns that might impact their ability to perform pole
walking, and no changes in Parkinson's Disease medication prior to participating in the
walking pole study. Exclusion criteria restricted participation of individuals younger than
18 years of age, use of an assistive device, if they are not community ambulators, if they
have any other neurological conditions or cognitive impairments that would impact
participation in training and testing, or if there are cardiovascular diseases or concerns
present of any health issues that would inhibit the use of walking poles or participating in
a walking program.
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Procedure
Following the consent process, the participants completed a pre-participation
survey, and assessment consisting of a collection of tests designed to assess gait and
balance, height and weight, strength, flexibility, vitals, and posture. All participants then
completed a six-week, 2x/week, pole walking program. At the conclusion of the study
reassessments of all tests and measures were performed and a post-participation survey
was administered. Three out of four participants completed the pre- and post-intervention
surveys and tests at the same time of day in order to optimize comparability of the results
and ensure the timing of medication consumption did not influence the results.
Exerstrider® (Exerstrider, Madison, WI) walking poles with a "button lock" for
stability were used in this study. 11 Each participant was fitted with walking poles before
their initial assessment as per the Exerstrider manual by having each individual stand
with normal posture, tips of poles to the sides of the body planted at the heel, and elbows
bent to a 90-degree-angle, forearms parallel to the floor. After fitting, the participants
were instructed in proper exerstriding technique using a reciprocal gait pattern at a
comfortable pace. All participants used a boot-style tip (Figure 1), designed to provide a
cushion from the forces applied through the poles, to provide traction, and assist in the
push off.
Measures
Pre-Participation Survey
Following the participants completion of the consent form, they were given a preparticipation survey which consisted of demographic information including age, gender,
employment status, activity level/involvement, and a list of current medications
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living, emotional well-being, stigma, social support, cognition, communication, and
bodily discomfort. Minimal detectable change (MDC) varies across each of the eight
dimensions and are 12.24 points for mobility, 16.72 points for activities of daily living,
14.22 for emotional well-being, 21.21 for stigma, 24.50 for social support, 22.12 for
cognition, 21.04 for communication, and 24.48 for bodily discomfort. 12 The sum score of
raw data ranges from Oto 156 points, with high scores indicating lower health-related
quality of life.
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Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale
Participants were asked to fill out Part III, Motor Examination, of the Unified
Parkinson's Rating Disease Scale, both before and after completion of this study
(Appendix F). This questionnaire addresses various concerns with motor functioning that
are associated with Parkinson's Disease. At this time a MDC has not been established for
the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale. The motor component includes fourteen
questions including questions about gait, hand movements, posture, and rigidity. The sum
score of raw data ranges from 0-56 points for the UPDRS-III, with higher scores
indicating greater disability. 13
Vitals
Vital signs which included oxygen saturation, blood pressure, and heart rate were
taken at the beginning and upon completion of both the pre- and post-assessments.
Oxygen saturation was taken using a Nellcor™ automated pulse oximeter. Blood pressure
was completed by a researcher manually using an adult sized blood pressure cuff, and
stethoscope. Heart rate was taken manually by a researcher for 60 seconds using the right
sided radial pulse. Throughout the six-week walking program, oxygen saturation and
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heart rate were taken both before and after the thirty-minute walk using the Nellcor™
automated pulse oximeter. In addition, RPE was subjectively recorded following each
walking session. Any abnormal readings were reported to the participant.
Height and Weight
Height, in centimeters, was measured both with and without walking poles. First,
participants were barefoot on a stadiometer and were instructed to stand normally and
height was measured by the researcher. Next, the participant remained barefoot on the
stadiometer and the researcher handed the participant walking poles. The participant was
instructed to stand normally with the walking poles in hand, and height was measured
once again by the same researcher. Weight was measured in pounds using a physician
beam scale. The participant was barefoot, and any extra articles of clothing were removed
during the measurement of weight.
Five Times Sit to Stand Test (5xSTS)
The 5xSTS is a reliable and valid measure that assesses lower extremity strength.

It begins with the participant seated in a folding chair with a height of 16 inches with
their arms folded across their chest. On "Go" the participant is instructed to stand up and
sit back down five times as quickly as possible. 14 Researchers demonstrated the test to the
participants prior to completion so they would have a better understanding of the
instructions. The objective of this test is to complete 5xSTS repetitions as quickly as
possible, while the researcher uses a stopwatch to time record the total time it takes to
complete the test. The researcher begins timing on "Go," and stops timing when the
participants buttocks touch the chair after the fifth repetition. According to Duncan et al,
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an individual with Parkinson's Disease that takes greater than sixteen seconds to
complete this test would be indicated as a fall risk. 15
Chair Sit-and-Reach Test
The Chair Sit and Reach Test is used to assess hamstring flexibility. 14 The
participant starts by sitting on the edge of a chair with one leg positioned in a 90-degree
bend at the knee and the other extended forward with the lmee straight. The participant
then brings both arms in front with hands overlapping and middle fingers aligned. Then,
they are instructed to reach forward toward the tip of their toes with their middle finger
while keeping the knee straight. The distance between the middle finger and toes is
measured in centimeters. A negative score was score was recorded if the participant
cannot reach the toes and a positive score is given if passed toes. This test is performed
bilaterally.
Back Scratch Test
The purpose of this test is to measure general shoulder flexibility. 14 In standing,
the participant reach overhead and then down the back as far as possible with the palm
toward the back. Then with the other arm, reach behind the back with palm side up. The
distance was then measured between middle fingers and was recorded in centimeters.
When fingers overlapped, a positive score was recorded. When fingers did not touch, a
negative score was recorded. This test is performed bilaterally.
Standing Posture
During the pre- and post-assessments, photos were obtained to assess posture.
Photos were taken of resting standing posture with and without walking poles. Three
views were obtained including anterior, posterior, and right lateral view as seen in
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(Appendix C). Additional questions were asked including report of health concerns or
recent injury, prior use of walking poles, and participation in regular physical activity.

Figure 1. Walking Poles and Boot Tips
Post-Participation Survey
Following the completion of the study, a post-participation was filled out.
Information collected included: general enjoyment of walking poles, perception of
improvement of posture and walking, any changes in medication, and any changes in
activity levels (Appendix D).
Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire - 39
Participants were asked to fill out the Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire - 39
(PDQ-39), both before and after completion of this study (Appendix E). The PDQ-39 is a
reliable questionnaire with excellent validity. 12 This questionnaire assesses Parkinson's
disease specific-health related quality over the past month, and the impact of Parkinson's
Disease on difficulty pertaining to specific dimensions of function and well-being. The
eight different dimensions assessed in this questionnaire are mobility, activities of daily
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Figure 2. Posture Analysis Views without Poles (Post-Assessment)

Figure 3. Posture Analysis Views with Poles (Post-Assessment)
11

example Figure 2 and Figure 3. Each participant was asked to stand about 6-8 inches
away from the grid for each picture and were told to "stand comfortably." When taking
pictures with the walking poles, participants were asked to remain in their current
position while a researcher handed them their walking poles so differences in posture
could accurately be assessed. The photos were taken from a distance of 100 inches which
was measured for consistency regardless of individuals height. Posture of each participant
was analyzed using two independent reviewers and any disputes were settled by a third
independent viewer.
Dynamic Gait Index
In order to assess balance in individuals with Parkinson's Disease, each
participant completed the Dynamic Gait Index (DGI) during the pre- and postassessments. The DGI is a reliable and valid measure that assesses an individual's ability
to modify balance while walking in the presence of external demands. 16 Some of the
tasks measured with this assessment include steady state walking, walking with changing
speeds, walking with head turns both vertically and horizontally, walking while stepping
over and around objects, pivoting while walking, and stair climbing. Video was obtained
of each participant while they completed the DGI to allow researchers the opportunity to
accurately score this assessment. Minimal detectable change (MDC) for individuals with
Parkinson's Disease completing the DGI is 2.9 points. 16
GAITRite
To allow researchers to assess changes in the participants gait, a GAITRite system
was used. This allows detection of gait abnormalities and changes between trials and
time. It is an instrumented walkway that detects spatial and temporal parameters of one's
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gait. 17 By using the GAITRite, assessment of function gait is viable as well as assessment
of one's gait with the use of an assistive device, such as walking poles. According to
Uden and Besser, 18 the GAITRite has been proven to be reliable assessment of gait. 18
Each participant was given three trials walking at a normal pace and then three trials of
walking with the walking poles. The trials were both repeated at the post-assessment
screenmg.
Activity Log
At the start of the study, each participant was given a weekly activity log to
complete throughout the duration of the study. This log consisted of frequency, duration,
and type of activity that each participant participated in outside of the walks twice a week
(Appendix G). This allowed researchers to assess the amount of weekly activity each
participant participated in as well as if there were any significant changes in activity level
throughout the study.
Intervention
Participants were encouraged to attend group exercise sessions consisting of
warm-up, pole walking, and cool-down, twice per week. If unable to do so, participants
rescheduled a separate time to complete the session at a time of their convenience. Prior
to beginning the session, heart rate and oxygen consumption were recorded with a pulse
oximeter. Warm up activities (Appendix H) performed included rhythmic knee bends,
heel-toe rocking, mini squats with a power up, marching in place, diagonal reaching with
knee bend, trunk rotation pivot with poles, shoulder rolls and neck stretching. Subjects
then walked with poles at a self-paced speed with the researchers for 30 minutes.
Participants were assisted with their pole walking technique through both verbal and
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manual cuing. Researchers recorded the distance walked at each session. After each
session, heart rate and oxygen consumption were recorded for a second time, along with
rate of perceived exertion (RPE) using a 1-10 scale (Appendix I). A cool-down program
(Appendix H) included standing trunk rotation, seated hamstring stretch, overhead triceps
stretch, and a cross body arm stretch. Each stretch was held for a minimum of 30
seconds. In addition, participants were given an activity log to record all activities, pole
walking or otherwise, which was completed on a weekly basis.
Data Analysis
Frequencies were calculated for subject demographics. Three trials were
completed for all GAITRite data and measurements and the average of the three trials
was utilized. Percent change was used to identify differences between times of
measurement (Time 1, Time 2) for the GAITRite data and all other measures.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The participants completed all components of this study including preparticipation and post-participation survey, questionnaires, functional assessments, and
activity logs. Demographic information for each participant is given on Table 1 below.
Each walking session was completed outside on a paved walking trail and was self-paced
with the participants each session. Immediately after completing 30 minutes of walking,
heart rate and oxygen saturation were recorded for each participant. The post
participation evaluation and assessment were completed the following day after
completion of the study. The overall compliance of this case series was excellent at
87.5%.
Pre-Participation Survey
The pre-participation survey included employment status, any health concerns,
the use of an assistive device, previous walking pole use, fall history and activity level.
The results of the pre-participation survey are listed below in Table 2. Two of the
participants experienced a fall within the last year and three participants noted having
difficulty with walking, and only one participant (participant 2), had prior experience
using walking poles.
Table 3 depicts the values obtained for all tests and measures completed at both
the pre- and post-assessments for each participant. Percent change was completed to
identify differences between times of measurement for all data and measures.
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Table 1. Participant Demographics
Participant

1

2

3

4

Age, y

66

65

65

63

Gender

Female

Male

Male

Male

Employment
Status

Retired

Retired

Retired

Retired

Duration of PD, y

17

4

1.5

4

Medication YIN

y

y

y

N

Deep Brain
Stimulator

Yes

No

No

No

Hoehn and Y ahr
Stage

3

2

2

1

Sessions attended

7/12

11/12

12/12

12/12

# of Falls in Last

1

2

0

0

Moderately
Active

Lightly
Active

Moderately
Active

Very Active

Yes

No

Employed

0

4

Do you currently have difficulty walking?

3

1

Do you use a cane or walker to get around?

0

4

Have you fallen in the last year?

2

2

Do you have any health concerns or recent injuries
that may impair your participation in a walking
pole program?

0

4

Have you ever used walking poles prior to this
study?

1

3

Do you participate in regular physical activity?

4

0

Year
Activity Level

Table 2. Pre-Participation Survey Results (n=4)
Survey Questions
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Table 3. Individual Outcomes for Participation
•

Participant 1

Measure

Participant 3

Participant 4

Pre

Post

Change(%)

Pre

Post

Change(%)

Pre

Post

Change(%)

Pre

Post

Change(%)

123

120.5

-3.5

188

188

0 (0)

153

155

2.0 (1.31)

218

213

-5.0 (-2.29)

w/ Poles

147.5

147.2

0.3 (-0.2)

166.6

166.4

-0.2 (0.12)

180

179.9

-0.1 (-0.06)

176.5

177.6

1.1 (0.62)

w/o Poles

147

146

1.0 (-0.68)

166.5

166.4

-0.1 (0.06)

179.5

179.9

0.4 (0.22)

176.2

177.6

1.4 (0.79)

R

-15

-13

2.0 (-13 .33)

0

0

0 (0)

-20

-10

-10.0 (-50)

0

7

7 (12.5)

L

-9.5

-9

0.5 (-5.26)

0

0

0 (0)

-15

-8

-7.0 (-46.67)

0

5

5 (16.6)

RoverL

-11

-8

3.0 (-27.27)

-20

-13

7.0 (-35)

-40

-36

-4.0 (-10)

-32

-28

4.0 (-12.5)

L overR

-22

-17

5.0 (-22.73)

-30

-18

12.0 (-40)

-37

-40

3.0 (8.11)

-43

-38

5.0 (-11.62)

6.93

6.84

-0.09 (-1.3)

7.57

6.87

-0.7 (-9.25)

10.82

9.63

-1.19 (-11)

10.65

9.15

-1.50 (-14.1)

20/24

21/24

I (NIA)

23/24

24/24

I (NIA)

20/24

23/24

3* (NIA)

22/24

24/24

2 (NIA)

25/156

19/156

-6 (NIA)

66/156

56/156

-10 (NIA)

47/156

26/156

-21 (N/A)

21/156

13/156

-8 (N/A)

5156

6/56

1 (NIA)

19156

10/56

-9 (NIA)

12156

3/56

-9 (NIA)

9156

9156

0 (NIA)

w/Poles

0.71

0.92

0.2 (28.17)*

1.15

1.32

0.17 (14.78)

1.12

1.16

0.04 (3.57)

1.37

1.45

0.08 (5.84)

w/o Poles

1

0.9

-0.1 (-10)

1.22

1.37

0.15 (12.3)

1.32

1.55

-0.23 (17.42)*

1.37

1.51

0.14 (10.22)

w/Poles

79.1

88.3

9.2 (11.63)

102.7

106.5

3.8 (3.7)

93

88.4

-4.6 (-4.95)

103.7

110.1

6.4 (6.72)

w/oPoles

109.8

107.9

-1.9 (-1. 73)

106

109.4

3.4 (3.21)

108.8

115.2

6.4 (5.88)

107.4

114

6.6 (6.15)

R

50.5

58.2

7.7 (15.25)

66.6

74.6

8.0 (12.01)

72.4

81.5

9.1 (12.57)

76.2

77.3

1.1 (1.44)

L

57.8

65.7

7.9 (13.67)

67.8

74.8

7.0 (10.32)

72.6

77.1

4.5 (6.2)

82.0

81.1

-0.9 (-1.1)

R

45.8

46.8

1 (2.18)

68.5

76.0

7.5 (10.95)

73.5

82.9

9.4 (12.8)

74.3

77.6

3.3 (4.44)

L

53.5

54.1

0.6 (1.12)

69.3

74.3

5.0 (7.22)

72.5

78.6

6.1 (8.41)

78.9

82.1

3.2 (4.1)

R
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125.1

16.1 (14.77)

134.0

150.7

16. 7 (12.46)

144.8

159.2

14.4 (9.94)

158.1

158.4

0.3 (0.19)
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108.1

122.2
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6.3 (4.11)

L
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149.9
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5.9 (3.84)

R

7.6

13.5

5.9 (77.63)

8.3

7.5

-0.8 (-9.64)

10.1

8.5

-1.6 (-15.84)

13.4

10.0

-3.4 (-25.37)

L

6.7

14.8

8.1 (120.9)

8.3

7.3

-1.0 (-12.05)

10.l

9.0

-1.1 (-10.89)

12.9

11.5

-1.4 (-10.85)

8

9.4

1.4 (17.5)

8.5

8.9

0.4 (4.71)

7.0

7.1

0.1 (1.43)

11.8

10.8

-1.0 (-8.47)

7.9

9.7

1.8 (22.78)

8.5

9.4

0.8 (9.30)

5.9

7.3

1.4 (23.73)

12.0

11.3

-0.7 (-5.83)
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Weight (lbs)

Participant 2

.

.

••

Height(cm)

Chair Sit and Reach
Test (cm)
Back Scratch
Flexibility Test (cm)
5x Sit-to-Stand (sec)

'.·•

DGI
PDQ-39

-

..

••

...

·•

;

UPDRS-llI

...•.

.·'

Gait Velocity (mis)

--..J

Cadence (steps/min)

w/
Poles
Step Length (cm)
w/o
Poles

wl
Poles
Stride Length (cm)
w/o
Poles
w/
Poles
Stride Width (cm)
w/o
Poles

*Significant change

R
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Post-Participation Survey
All participants in this study also completed a post-participation survey. In this
survey, participants were asked to rate whether or not they felt the use of walking poles
improved their balance and posture. In addition, participants reported whether or not they
began any new activities during the study, and if they would continue to use walking
poles following this study. The results of this survey can be identified in Table 4.
Table 4. Post-Participation Survey Results (n=4)
Yes

No

Do you feel that walking poles improved your balance?

3

1

Do you feel that walking poles improved your posture?

4

0

Would you continue to use walking poles outside of this study?

2

2

Have you started any new activities since the start of the study?

1

3

Survey Questions

PD Specific Disability and Quality of Life
Participants in this case series showed consistency or decreases in scores on the
Motor subscale of the UPDRS over time (Fig. 4A). At this time a MDC has not been
established for the UPDRS-III, although two participants subjectively indicated a
decrease of 9 points on this assessment indicating decreased disease impairment.
All participants had consistent decreases in scores on the PDQ-39 over time (Fig.
4B). This decrease in score indicates a higher self-perceived quality of life for individuals
with Parkinson's Disease. However, the participant with a greater Hoehn and Y ahr stage
displayed a smaller change in this score, whereas participants at an earlier Hoehn and
Y ahr stage showed greater changes.
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Strength and Balance
All participants demonstrated a decreased time in the 5xSTS assessing lower
extremity strength (Fig. 4C). For individuals with Parkinson's Disease, time to complete
this test that is 16 seconds or greater indicates a high fall risk. This was not evident in any
of the participants prior or at the end of completing this study. The participant with a
greater Hoehn and Yahr stage showed less of a change in time to complete this test
compared to participants at an earlier Hoehn and Y ahr stage.
All participants showed an improvement in score on the DGI at 6-weeks as
compared to their baseline score (Fig. 4D). Participant 3 exceeded the MDC of a 2.9point increase at 6 weeks which was recorded to be statistically significant. Participants
demonstrated greater ease in various categories of this assessment including gait with
horizontal and vertical head turns, gait and pivot tum, stepping over obstacles, and steps.
Flexibility
All participants displayed a general trend in an improvement of their upper
extremity flexibility through the Back Scratch Test. The mean for the Back Scratch Test
at the post-assessment was -24.75 centimeters. These improvements remained to be
below average for their gender and age group (Appendix J). Each participant also
completed the Chair Sit and Reach Test in order to assess lower extremity flexibility.
Participant 1 and 3 values were below average while participants 2 and 4 were within the
average range. All participants either improved in their lower extremity flexibility or
remained the same. The mean value for hamstring flexibility was -3.5 centimeters when
evaluating the post-assessment. See Appendix K for normal ranges for the Chair Sit and
Reach Test. These deviations from age related normal values is likely to be expected with
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Figure 4.
Changes over time in outcomes for Parkinson's Disease. (A) Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale Motor Part
(UPDRS-III), total score of 56 points lower score indicates decreased disease impairment. (B) Five Times Sit to Stand
(5xSTS), higher score indicates increased fall risk. (C) Dynamic Gait Index (DGI), total score of24 points scores <19
indicate increased risk for falls. (D) Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire (PDQ-39), total score of 156 points, lower score
indicated increased quality of life.

individuals with Parkinson's Disease as rigidity is commonly seen with this disease
limiting the amount of flexibility available.
Posture
Out of the four participants, no changes were noted except in one participant in
which reviewers noted that posture appeared to slightly worsen at the post-assessment.
All participants subjectively reported in their post-assessment survey that they felt they
had an overall improvement of their posture following the six-week period.
GAITRite Analysis
Upon comparison of pre- and post-assessment of gait changes were noted in the
majority of areas. All participants recorded improved cadence without poles as compared
to the beginning of this study, and three out of the four participants recorded improved
cadence with poles. In addition, while these changes were not ruled statistically
significant, general improvements were made among all participants in both step length
and stride length. Furthermore, three out of the four participants showed a decrease in
their stride width with the addition of walking poles indicating decreased base of support
during ambulation. All participants improved in velocity both with and without walking
poles, and when walking without walking poles, participant 3 's increase in velocity was
of significance (0.18 mis). Table 3 illustrates the GAITRite data while reporting
respected percent change from pre- and post-assessment testing as well as significant and
non-significant values.
Vital Signs
Vital signs which included oxygen saturation, blood pressure, and heart rate were
recorded at both the pre- and post-assessments. All vital signs remained similar in their
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pre-and post-assessment. The change was not significant, and this can be attributed to the
continuous levels of activities and the fact that significant change was not noted for
exercise levels between any of the participants.
Activity Logs
On the pre-participation survey, each participant noted their activity level as seen
in the patient demographic information, Table 2 above. Two participants rated their preparticipation activity levels as moderately active, one reported lightly active, and the last
participant reported being very active. Each participant reported the same level of activity
at their post-participation assessment. Throughout the use of the self-reported activity
logs, researchers were able to see outside activity level as all participants were involved
in various Parkinson's Disease exercise programs at the local fitness facility. Each
participant was involved in routine activity and no significant changes were reported
between the start and completion of the study. Participant 4 was significantly more active
than the rest reported 90+ minutes of activity every day.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of the use of walking poles
in physical functioning, stability, balance, and posture in individuals with mild to
moderate Parkinson's Disease. Specific aspects under investigation included: range of
motion, gait, posture, strength, and cardiovascular endurance. Parkinson's Disease is a
progressive neurodegenerative disorder, the goal of treatment is to delay disease
progression and maintain function and quality of life as best as possible. While the
majority of changes in this present study were not found to be statistically significant,
improvements were still seen throughout this training program. These improvements
were evident in the PDQ-39 (Fig. 4B), 5xSTS (Fig. 4C), DGI (Fig. 4D), and GAITRite
analysis (gait velocity, cadence, step length, stride length and stride width). These
positive changes may be indicative of the whole-body approach with the use of walking
poles which incorporates dynamic balance activity, trunk rotation, and functional range
of motion throughout the upper and lower extremities. In addition, outdoor training
focused on initiation and multidirectional movement while ambulating on uneven terrain.
Initiation of the activities included in this whole-body training program promoted overall
maintenance as well as positive changes in the participants of this case series.
All participants reported not having participated in a recent walking program in
general prior to this study, and only one participant had prior experience with the use of
walking poles. Interestingly, participants with mild to moderate Parkinson's Disease.
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demonstrated greater ease initiating use with the walking poles than the participant with
moderate to severe Parkinson's Disease. This difference may have been due to the
decreased ability to demonstrate coordinated movement in the participant with greater
severity of the disease due to its progressive nature. This observation supports research
suggesting that disease severity affects training capacity. 19
In addition, although participants had busy daily schedules, they all demonstrated
compliance and finished this study. They were interested in the research behind the use of
walking poles and how they can be of benefit, especially to those with Parkinson's
Disease. This appeared to serve as a great motivator as Parkinson's is a progressive
disease, and all participants wanted to remain as active and functional as they possibly
can. As evident on the PDQ-39, participants perceived positive changes in areas of
mobility, activities of daily living, social, and communication. Participant three perceived
the greatest change in regard to mobility with a change of 8 points in this category.
Overall, these positive changes signify that the participants had an improved quality of
life by participating in this study. Participants were eager to partake in this study and
mentioned how much they enjoyed attending training sessions and getting together to
socialize with one another.
This case series was able to demonstrate that pole walking training was feasible
for all participants regardless of the level of Parkinson's Disease severity. All four
participants were able to tolerate 30 minutes of pole walking two days per week for a
total of six weeks. The participants were also able to partake in other aspects of the
training program such as warm-up and cool-down activities accompanied by each
session, as well as social interaction and conversation between one another during the
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pole walking activity. This demonstrates that participants were able to utilize dual task
training through engaging with one another throughout each session.
As shown above in the results, flexibility was overall improved within the
participants of this study. This may be due to the increased amplitude required with both
upper and lower extremity movements while ambulating with walking poles, as well as
the stretching completed as a part of the warm-up and cool-down at each session
(Appendix H). However, the results were greatly decreased when compared to age
related normal values (Appendices J and K).
Study Comparisons
In this present study, all subjects increased their DGI score, with one participant
showing clinical significance in their improvement. Musial et al6 concluded that Nordic
walking improved gait patterns in individuals with Parkinson's Disease. These
researchers implemented therapy classes in which Nordic walldng activities were
completed for one and a half hours, once a week, for six months. In addition to Nordic
walking, these researchers also included breathing, coordination, flexing, and resistive
exercises. This study differs from the current study in that the current study completed
Exerstriding training twice per week for 6 weeks and did not include any other additional
exercises along with the pole walking. Both studies completed a warm-up and cool-down
before and after training at each session. While these studies differ in their methods, they
yielded similar results as both the current study and Musial et al 6 concluded that Nordic
walking works to improve gait and functional mobility through clinically significant
improvements in score in the Dynamic Gait Index (DGI) as the MDC for this measure is
2.9 points.
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In this present study, all participants showed improvements with score on either
the Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire-39 (PDQ-39), or the Unified Parkinson's Disease
Rating Scale Part III (UPDRS-III). Baatile et al20 completed a study to determine if an
eight-week supervised Exerstriding exercise program for individuals with Parkinson's
Disease would undergo significant improvements in cognitive skills, activities of daily
living, motor function, and quality oflife. The PDQ-39 and UPDRS were used to
measure functional independence and quality of life. This study consisted of supervised
PoleStriding three days per week for eight weeks, with around 40-minute sessions, where
the present study completed supervised pole walking twice a week, for 30-minute
sessions. The results from Baatile et al20 yielded statistically significant improvements in
both the PDQ-39 and UPDRS. While not statistically significant, all participants within
the present study showed an improved score in at least one of these measures which are
evident in Figures 3A and 3D. Similarly, this indicates that pole walking has the ability to
improve perceived functional independence and quality of life in individuals with
Parkinson's Disease.
Increased step length and gait velocity are consistent findings within current
literature regarding the use of walking poles. A study by van Eijkeren et al21 where
individuals with Parkinson's Disease completed a six-week Nordic walking exercise
program. The observed increased gait velocity through completion of the 10-meter walk
test which yielded statistically significant results was measured through a reduction in
time to complete this test following the training program. 21 The present study measured
gait velocity with the use of the GAITRite both before and after the six-week training
program. Within the present study, one participant showed a statistically significant
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increase in their walking speed without the use of poles. The remainder of the present
study participants also showed an increase in speed either with or without the use of
walking poles although these results were not found to be statistically significant.
Significant improvements with step length in individuals with Parkinson's Disease who
complete Nordic walking has been noted across many studies as noted in Bombieri et
al. 22 The present study recognizes improvements in step length among all four
participants either with the use of walking poles, or without walking poles.
Post-participation surveys indicated that two out of four subjects reported they
enjoyed using the walking poles noting that they would continue to use them. Participants
also indicated that they perceived improved health, fitness, and balance during and after
practice with the walking poles. Fritschi et al23 addressed the factors related to walking
pole participation and concluded that this activity aided in the perception of heightened
health benefits. Additionally, the use of walking poles presumably provided an increased
sense of stability, therefore, decreasing the fear of falling. For these reasons, pole walking
has been deemed as an appropriate alternative to conventional walldng and health
promotion programs geared towards older adults and individuals with Parkinson's
Disease.
Limitations
Limitations of this study include small sample size (n=4), no control group, male
dominant sample, and all participants were already involved in regular physical activity
at the local fitness center. Due to the nature of Parkinson's Disease and the increased risk
for falling, maintaining a small sample size was beneficial. However, in order to further
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investigate the effectiveness of the improvement in function with walking poles for
Parkinson's Disease clients, a larger more diverse sample should be identified.
The small sample size limited the ability to create a control group. Absence of this
group disallowed comparison of traditional walking or other interventions to pole
walking. Participants had a Parkinson's diagnosis ranging from Level I-III on the Hoehn
and Yahr Scale and were all regular participants in a Parkinson's Disease program at the
local fitness center. Due to this, all participants reported their physical activity prior to the
study was lightly active to very active. All levels of activities remained the same
throughout the study allowing reported results to be directly related to the pole walking
intervention. Additional studies should consider a larger study group with increased
female inclusion to address gender differences and fitness benefits.
Due to previous engagements and commitments, two participants were unable to
meet at every session. If participants were unable to attend a session for any reason,
make-up session times were attempted at the participants convenience. Lastly, an
additional limitation noted was the absence of external cuing. This includes verbal cues
with mention to increase push back through the poles into the ground during walking,
incorporating both arms at increased volume and amplitude for increased trunk rotation,
and external speed cuing.
Recommendations
The small sample size included in this pilot study helped achieve 87.5%
compliance. Group instruction and walking sessions fostered a sense of community for
the subjects and may have boosted individual motivation to keep attending sessions and
increase physical activity. Two out of four participants indicated on their post-
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participation survey that they would willingly continue walking pole activities following
the completion of the study as a way to increase physical activity through a unique
activity that improves their coordination and posture.
Due to the limitation of this small pilot study, it would be worthwhile for other
studies to evaluate the maintenance of improvements over time, a longer duration of the
study, and 6-months to a year following intervention. Involving a larger group with more
diverse activities levels and duration of disease would provide a better insight to
individual differences and fitness benefits. As stated previously, the study was performed
with three men and one woman, so additional efforts to recruit female subjects may allow
for identification of gender differences and further hypothesize :fitness benefits for that
particular group as a whole. Implementation of a control group that does not use walking
poles would provide evidence that supports the outcomes of training with walking poles
with Parkinson's Disease specific participants. Another way to accurately measure the
effects of pole walking would be to limit structured activities outside of the program to
identify effects specifically from the walking poles.
Another recommendation of this study would be to attempt Nordic Walking rather
than the Exerstriding, which was performed in this study. This may show increased
improvements as the intensity is increased with this technique. Nordic walking shows a
greater propulsion as poles are used to push forward whereas exerstriding has the poles
extended in front of the individual for balance. Nordic walking may allow the individual
to get increased muscle activation as well as trunk rotation.
Additional recommendations for this program would be to increase early external
and tactile cueing during the course of the study including amplitude of movements of
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speed to increase the challenge to drive increased neuroplasticity. While completing the
pole walking, researchers allowed the participants to carry the pace, and the group
preferred to walk together rather than individually. Although distance and speed
increased throughout the study, it might be beneficial to pace the individuals to increase
velocity on an individual basis at an increased intensity. It is also recommended that the
walldng pole study be increased in length as Parkinson's Disease is a progressive disease
and changes may take longer to be apparent. Due to the progressive nature of the disease,
participants may demonstrate maintenance rather than statistically significant
improvements in measures.
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CHAPTERV
CONCLUSION
Based on the evidence collected throughout this study, it can be concluded that in
individuals with Parkinson's Disease level 1-3 on the Hoehn and Y ahr Scale, pole
walking two times per week can improve balance, strength, endurance, and posture.
Although there were not many statistically significant findings noted, there were overall
general improvements found in gait parameters such as the DGI, gait velocity, cadence,
stride width, step, and stride length. All participants noted self-reported improvements in
posture following the study. This study helped to display the positive health benefits for
individuals with a neurological condition, Parkinson's Disease. While overall
improvements are more difficult to see with a progressive disease, this study helped
demonstrate the overall maintenance of these individuals which suggests that the use of
walking poles is a viable physical therapy intervention for individuals with Parkinson's
Disease. In addition, the versatility of walking pole's use and appropriateness for all ages,
genders, diagnoses, and fitness levels allow for this practice to be incorporated into
physical therapy intervention for a wide variety of individuals.
Pole walking was found to be a beneficial exercise for individuals in our study as
it not only allowed participants the opportunity to engage in additional exercise beyond
their previous activities, it also allowed them to integrate into a social environment with
individuals with similar disease processes. This allowed for participants to feel motivated
and enjoy the pole walking which in turn can improve overall quality of life for these
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individuals. When used for physical therapy intervention, a positive mindset and view
regarding walking poles can increase individuals' overall compliance and quality of life
for diagnoses such as Parkinson's Disease.
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u f!lii;cr o ~ d in;ctn, {tf any •iut~ ide ,: 111it)' ""'J1nor.,: m: 111;i.1l itllen,:~so; w1.1u I ~ 1~onably ,1pp:.ar lo bi:
~d.i:i,I try 1 1,: t'\!:s,:.-il"l;hi' JI 'J c~, " mi l o
~ pi!r.'llt! i~i: o[ paper iYI addi!b.111.d ex.pl.in.i.ti•Jn otlhe
m~ cfal i11 !ii, The: r 111tdp, l ln""':Slfg [>l)r .Jii!•i II)' f:'\'!le FC] r .'!,.'1$(1¢la~1J with '" is ,roJ-eci 5_f31:11.1md

0

YES or~ N

~

tliti\·~ a t-inan_c::ia1 I

I,:

~15 Dil-'C lti:su

111e n 0n 1ile

lib 1he'

c['.I, rm 111.

Will .imy n-5 · n:h participB.J1ts be obtai:nd from a.JUMhor orgun'i;r..ation outside Ube U 11j\'!.'fSity ofN onh
fltl!l![t (!!e~l:cll, Am(!itleilt'I End" ii tfi l es.,'t;cs ?fi',J.,('11'1 ~)'?

VFlS Cir

Q NO Dakota {0.g., li.ospim.l!!, ~chool~

VES or

O NO D.lkOLII?

WIii ;1 1'1 ) ' ~

,

,e ~olledcd ill

or obtnillCd fr'IJfn oolhcr org ni l11t1n oo!:; c U1c Univcn;· y o N ortih

lf yc_ 1ocjtJKr ofthc pre ·io I\>,
(l'llC~Li.oos,, l~i .OH 0rg.il!lim1foru::
rat.b o tt:an cza.1l1u 1 m t cc,n11 any i pro o l Each lf:Uer m11. I m1u,ratf! 111:11 l he ,('rgii nit.iil io u
Ul'ld«sland~ mts ruvoln:m,mt an ■ Rn lo JilUli~ipa lE: ill lhll study. [AU,rn llt115t inc:htdt, l1l1t· ■ IIICi ■ill Hrtlfl of itlui
jndMdtt!ll ~lg ~11:1!: lhe. lteUf! r tu1d sbi:11111.d !be. p:r~n,ei;i 0" orgil-11Rill4r.<tD I mt krlteild.

LHl~rs fro

If yes. docs Ille cxlmin.l s ite pl;m 1o ~ ly on UND':s IRB foca_pp!7 \'al ofl is st ooyi'
(If ye: , omLl~tlh I .!N I> rn, J. t 7 l 777-4279 o 1).(1 itklli I require ents )

□ NOON/A.

0

If your project fuLS ib.ccn or will be s1.1brniMcd to anbcr .IRFh, list i t'losc R.mirds lbcfol'Y, alClJ!g, witll lhc: :5i:llus of ~ ch PfO(ICY.'lal .
· It utiJn ' cd:
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--- - -
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□
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□
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J. Lhl!!. ~'rql~K:L1I { ' lt;in ·•e: 1crr ll:fl!Vmu5ly ;ll'fl"IJ~d pm i;l'J If )'e5.., "1b11'11 a '$i •~ed f'rot«ol • ·ogc f rm,
el
with a signed c::opy of lh is form ~ ilh • el ngcs boldcd or h igll lig ht.ed.
jlot,: ~CJ!ilr proj e.;i i11v1,1 !\I(! :;itl11•tt1c•m",u tliiadii;.il n:i;urd iafi.1n ri~li,~11 If y ~ r;.t~111rJ i:1e !he m 1•AA
Com I' m cc Appliicll.tioa nm :s,ub111i1 it w i1h this foom..
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L~ your projecl in Jude

1

□

Cog itivcly i mf)'!I •

~

O lhcr lndMdu Is wiiti Pa:rt.:i,u o.n's Di§.Cas:c::

Thi.! s:ludy~i 1· ·1;.-ok,;:

□

or
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Dls~litinl J ~ i;iJlnde(Jl,'fl en 'tudy

D

bildn:n (< l i y-e . )
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N
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□

□

Oisc;;m:kd Ti3!lu

0

' cw Drugs I D lND lf _ _ _ A1lacb AfJ)l,Q\"al

□

fcMT1sn1c

□

h1\'miga.tion111I Device- E:t-cmpti(III (J DE) D _ _ _ A.t~ai;:b A1,p1'0'\•al

□

Hm1r

0

Otbi.:r

NL"11i-a p mved

;»; (>f On,,g(s)

t

IJ!(l(id ot1r f l ids

I. Pro~ecl O'-"e-F,·e;w
(i brief e>.pl:. 1 n!-'Lio11 I ht11JL~o 200 V,()fd~ OI' •~l or.hr- ration re ood PWJI SC oftttc !ltud}', i.utrtldlll(:li Ill or
any
RSOl(s) of lhe :s.tudy, Hdj ti
I~ on1:1i: ciflu.m n 1-ubj e,i:1:s n!l!or sp«ial popu1J.1tioru (e_g., \'llltmablc
popwfatL-OO i m:l~fill -chili.lren, priwJK:r:i, pregn,,ma womC'.nlf.cruse-s).
fodividu ls \ vhh Parldn_~o 's Ois:eas often hav-e diHi.cully with walkin:1; by xhibUing a ov,·,
shuffling l}'p,c gait wilh lim it d
mobimity. Physical activity :soch .a.~ walking hi:,s .s.huwn to be
Pl~fL'le p1"'1Vi ~

1

uef:id al rur peor1-·1t!: wi1h P.i.ri.inso111 1s Dis.c~1~ \Valking is 11 popular and conv-c111mc:nt e::.:erdse 1.0
perf rm_ Pol watkh1· is a new a nd shn plc tfpe ffitn~'SS wnlking using spcc ial'ly d signed
poles. ·n,vo polC8 are u~d whil w lki n ·•, each _pLJle ooordiriatirr, m<wements ·with th opposit 1,cg simifar to cross counlry sk'iin,g. Walk.itlg poles ,,rovide stability and enc"1urogc a na:Lura1
mt.J!l•iOl'I) during gait The; ~im of this study is to cxmnine the effects of pole ""'aJldn,g on phys-Cial
functioni n:g ;i.nd ""-"'b·ilit of indi" i ools with Pad- 1son's D ·sc s aftc corn pl ing 1.!'ainin
prog n,
I . Pr

lfl j · n

Plca:s.e
mli!,.h d . riptir.111 o 1h,: r roc
foJilowfag t:.1!,egorr~:;.
I.

C!R"s

I be med by nddHssmg 11:t~ inslractions u dcr em: of tbc

ubject Sckdi1111.

) D!.:srnoo rcc.ruju111mt proccdu:r,c-s (i.e:., bow :s.u.bjcus will b!f! r«ruited, ""'ho will Feel\l1t mhcv1'! , \dP:r--.., · d wJt.en
tlley IN iH oo r11.:eFr,1i1.u3 21M~ filr hi.1,w l1JJ.1.g) ;<tJi1J in~ht<le wp~s of LUI)' ltl.l'li11:rtis~enlli-. :lliel'$,, ct~-, toot will be
ITTCd to ri,:,cr11it :wbj,:,cts.
Th~ rcsca d ,c v.i ll cruit :Ii m the kic;.al f r!il)nd F,r;lrks communil}' and/or I '.al h lh
clubs {YMCA). Recruimrent w1U be compie1.ed durillg Sr1rh1g 20l9~ p..--i;.ding RRB ~ppni,•al,

unt il a :mffi d cnl n mbcr f participru1ts ar rocruited_ P incipl htvestig tor will be:
recruiting Um;rugih w ird f m ulh.
b) Dt:scnibc Y(N.lr stdhji:et sel«tKifl, proocdures · nd cttOOrn" 11· yl11g spi?tial t'CC'n tiw 10 1me :ril.Cfonnle for i clud~.
sub~ s from any ort11.e · Ctg0rics hs:te-d in d1e: ~ ubj cct C[,115siftc:rtion"' section above:.

1ndhdduals with :mi ld t mod · ate Parkin~CJn's ff SC'1Se (lloe and Yahr s ages ~ ) wh
HW over lhe age ofl8 aru:11.ue c..onimm1ol)t.im'b-u.lah:i:rs_ A pn:.---1mrtk:vp:,d i-on ..'lurvcy wm oo
u:-.t..·'4.1 t ii ·nlify any h .illh concerns or inj 'cs Lhat m y impair the itldividuals abitit}' to
participat ~ i 11 lhe walking pole program. mJiv' duals must b abl lo pass a health
s.croen of ,·ii.al ~.igns (blovcll p:re$.~t!~, hcan rnl.., 02 sab). Any abnormal readings wciuld
cxcl L«k the indiv idual fro partid~ting in the study UJ til pl1y~i~ian approval is bCaincd.
onstanl medications relating t '.rad:h nts Diseas must be t.abh hed fcmr weeks prior
Lo iuitiat11._m 1._)( !14.udy. lrullividua'ls mu:St eo,gnit.lv-e~y agree to partki.pale h11 the stud) and lm\•e
the: abilhy to !be eumpliant fo th-c 6 week trainin - program.
L!

~ title

~°''' c:ii;1,: 1:1~it) •~ll}' tril~llil

d PJfJvidc • m1iom1k (or excluding subject catcgor:ii!S_

JJ,davi<luaJ~ that me younger loon a 8 years of ::i._ge, rn1e of nn ass is tive device, if the.y 11re '101
c-om.mun ity runhuluto~ if they h vc any lhc curological conclitions n:: gnitiv
impairments 1.hat wuu1d impa t p.anicipa ion in mining and testing, m ·f there are
cardiovascular diseases. or ~ems pr,esent or nn,y henlah :t~llle:i lhat \-•;ould inhibit !Lile use
3
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of ·walking poles o partk ip11ting in ,

king program (as idcni ified in pre-pwticipalion

5lll'YC}' .

d) 0e.s(:rlbe 11111•e8!Ulliillcd mamb"r of 511bj ttts lb~ w(II p!!l1i~ipate il!K! 1bi: mllcinuJ1:: fur using th.a t 11111mbcr llf
subjc~.

lli1 wi ll be a pilot ·tiidy/cnse series. ·n1e oal is to have at !ea.o;l 2~6 :sub'octs per trainin"
session, This will aUow-0lle-on-nm:: in..~ruction and supcn•i sion will~ nhe. walking program.
ra3ning sess ions may be repeated al smother tirn..: lo collcc progressive data.
e Specif)• die rio-c

i: I fi r \·

lid n:sul . If you ha,·c USl!d ~.a~-er ilf!aly

j,

dclcnninc lhc nun bcr of subjcc~ ,

describe yoor mctbod.

NIA lh is ts pilot..:.t u y.
2. D~crlpt lo ,1 or Merl1fMI ltlf.Y,

r:imoe ,1ru us~d to obtain uifo nucd ~o !ilcru.
P:1rtici~mts ,.,. 'll be asked if lhey would like to p~r icipalc in the sludy. If hey are intcres1ed
th y will rtt~ivc a 'H ilkn info J 1cd J elll t , na•iew, Qu~licms wi II be addressed and
then si· lures wilt be {,b1-ti111cil, Each participant \,;,,ill recei,rc a copy of informed consent

.e} De;s.crlbo 11!ic

b) .Describe wltcrc thi:; rcsc c will hi: ·001t1ll.!tted. Document die rc:sou rocs 1111 facjliLi~ m be 11c •d I
1he p,~iJ ~n;b, Plt'11Se note
fling. fu tidinr,, t sp·
ii· blc to ,ccindua this rcsc ch..

i ·•

rty

u

Pre- and f>osl- testing and sulf'\•ey"1" ·wj ll be p~rform at UNDSHMS Pbysk.al erap •
Department. r, ·c· lhc- is co perative trn1ning may be perfom1cd o tsidc. lfwcalher is
poor, wa,1k ing , ·i11 he performed insid at UN [)SM HS.
~) lndica1.c woo w ill CM'}' ot 1l lh e i't!t'Ci!~h p10tcdums.

J,

U:n i\<·crsil.)' of Nun h Dako2a faculty. Merid~e Danks DPT and two ll i,rcrsity of N ,rth
Dakota Phy$ic;al 1 ~apy gr uat sludents as:si:sling heir. Renei:·Milhey P ~ DPT UN I)
PT f.acu lJ)', will be lhc sl.aiistician.
rieRy LI ·rih.;i 1hc- p~ du
~YbJ~4; to rornplctc·1hem.

P:ntidf)llnls wil t be osked lo do a short survey/questionnaire to do1ermin-e dr;mr,graphics.,
hcallh stalus and activity leveis. Pre-scrcating of vital signs [blo d pr ·surl!, he.11rt r.1t ~, 0 2
~ L'5) wiJI be performed prior to u~3tial il~ses..-.rncnt. °Pl'C -1:,est and posMcst ,viU be completeaJ
m:-.:ession eoch (')f i1pproximatdy 4S minutes) with the foHm..,jn , nmmm1[y used physic' I
thi.:rnpy assc~ anenr.s:
I . GAiT:Ritc (~m instumcntcd r6 1 wal ~y'.I, to M~lyz.c gait ptl:.mmcmers such a~ \val kh~g :-;;pci;d,
step le11gth, .;:ade!lcc, etc. The participant wi ll be a.-.
t , walk v rt
lectr nic carpcte
•aJk wu)' al a <;mnfort11blc speed ,vill and witht) l.il polci:;_, tfm:.e time.s each, Avcrag of tlll'ee

Iris.ls \.Viii be recordr.:d. Vid~ will be taken during each of r.h~-~c:: triBls tn am1.lyz.c
posturc/g 1t. Hu<ll p may h«: u~ • I to Ip measur an les during gwt aly~is. ait
Ab rmrm lily atin Scale (OARS) or GARS-modified ,, '11 used a.~ a guiJ,e for 1hc gait
anal}~~1s (see"'attachQd). The IO Meti.:: Walk Test (J OMWT) will be used as a back up ff
·/\rrH.ite il> no t av:1 il:d1l •• Tim t om Ietc - 5 minule.s,
2. 1-1 igh1 \l ill b~ measured wit h S · djomclcr both wiLI at1d w.ith .ul wr,d'kios poles. his will be
u-scd to mcasme i lihe1,11e i~ ~ 15lwc reh~mgc ·whh use of \valkang Jl(.ll,es:. Timi; to compl,ch.: - 2
m iouh:s,

4
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.3 . Vi 'r'i?! Times Sit to Stand ·est - pru1icipant is asked to starid up and iit back dovi.-n five times. as
st as th y can. imc iC takes 10 complete lhi:i. will be rec nfod. 1 e. tin balance nd lower
body strcnt,'1.h. f un io . mr ility tes . T tal tirrie I complete - 1 mimn •.
4. Hac-k Stratoh Tesla participant asked to reoc:h one hmm over the shoulder '1.m:1 · CheI up the
middle of thciir b e~ th numlx:r o inches bc1wr;;1;n middle fingers is meas11.1red. Te Ling
upper body fkxibility, im.c to C(l . plete ~ 2 minutes .
.S . Chair S·it-and.-'Reach Test- participant is asked to reach had to Li p of toe. while silting 011 a
chair. mea\urement tak from 11p of fingers to tip of loc. cs irig hamstring tightn~s.

T tril time t com lele 5 minutes. (~cc an ch )
6. Pmtur,c standing wi'II be: ~r:mled by u..,,r;: of(he IPild, pho1.0gra.J1-hs/video ,i,·i~l bia itak4.l!n from
1onl ul'tl-1 .ti ide vi ·ws with u fJOStllre grid in lhc backgro n . imc o ompl 't' - 2 m i1n1l !ii .
7. Participants\! iH co nplete a week ly activity I g during training prf.lgrom o mcll'li t r Jtn:,,"
chn.nges ~n 11cti•1,:ity.
ij, Dynamic ,ait In ex- ass :s:s indh·iduat•~ abili ty lo
odify balan~ whifo ·a)kin in th
pr-c::scnc-4; o ,cxlerru.al d 1.mds. D , l is a commoraly used test • 1 physic 1 tll py for b1.dun<:c
.mnd gail i f.11 poopte ,.,,1,11 Jmarkiruion's .Disease. Vkko wii l bi: aaken durinl!!, !h i'> .11~s~srnt=nt !o
analyze J)O.Stul'C'Jgait. Total time o c mplctc ~ IO rnimdcs
9. r VQ~J Qua) i ty f Life sun·ey ~pccifk: t i 1 ivudua1· wi1h Park in.s.on's ise e (see
a!'La ·hcd . Tci•aJ ti m-e to c:ompBet~ - l Omi mtes.
LO. U:ri tfioo. P .ittsoo's iseasc Rating Scale
for Parkinson's Dise e.

PD S

VCJ)'

orn,m nl)' us1.-<l o u l e :me measure

Walk ing Pnl Tr-.:tinfog Pr 10001 participants will mc:cl as group 2;11;twt.-"c::k fof 6 weeks. At fi . l
session,\\ king pol swill be propc- ly firtcd lo each p,;trlic.ip1m1 uruJ in.-truc11on gh•en n
per use of walking po les. Each training ~s:;.ion will ini;:,1 ude 5-10 mm
nutcs o wamn!lp
-;tr4;h;hing m:LivitieS, 3O n~i11uL~ ,r pole \'l. ulkiJ1w, and S~IO 1n1nutc:s. cool d wn/slretd1ing
period. otal das~ time S: )u.ld take--45 mi 11.ltcs. Hean rate. xygc11 5 tLm•l ion :.nul r te , r
pcn;dv~d ex.erlfon (RP ) wm be rnonitoroo at each training :r.e:ss-ic n. P.miieipane~ w-rn bi:::
allowed t choose hi i'b.cr.s comforb1bk ,1,•1:1lkin~ pt1c-i:: du,fog t,---oainifl ::r :sessions. · ·a.ch
training se55ion, dis1imce Wlllkcd and timed w· lk wm be measured. 71/alkiag lcs ,~ 'I be
provided by ~~--ar,i::her. m parlici.pa.nt ii. wwble to alti..:n<l d a~s. they will bi.: asked to p .fom1
0 minutes of p<.1 k wulkin QTJ if;i s/hi;r o,vn.
1

T

C}

•:sm

.ii.11f

l~i~~1l pn~,J1u

;iJttl p

)!;rd· p<l<'Sal ftapeJ..

We will use an lPad ti record _punidpanls dwins g.~1l a:nd 1Po:s•t1rc analys.is {mm ~""'ing,
tep I ngth, trun · rom tion, etc.). "' nsent form will i11di~•~ wh 1hcr or n ; t r,artjcip t will
llow videotaping to be completed. Vid :otapc5 will b,: downl ac.leu tn a secure com tiler
an d su~j.ects will give- pcr.mi5$iun for the d l1\1a·tdt a<J i rtg and keepiag of videos or tmm:
arn•i rshi. Hw.it upp may be u~d to help measure angles during g.-ij 1 alysis.
t) D<:scri'hc ihe qua.lifii:mfo:is.of1h.e modi~•i.doo1i; oonduccing ~l pru,;::edl!feS used [n ibe: ~l11idy.
Mcndi:t: .u1ks fw.
ei; a pradti..:i ng phy.sci;.1i 1e :apisl fo J yi.; sand
~

ct:rtifit:atmon in Ne-urolo1J1(.'.al Ph)·sicaJ Th1::rapy.
supiw- .sa:I. an:d u ained ap-proprlately.
1. /

5
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~} Dcsm"bc cornpc::nsa1il'l pmctd1~.

i·payme I

··

~

crcdil ft1r

s1tbjec1s, cl .),

ParLis.:-ip:•nl!i wil I be put in a d awing to receive
ir of walki Apol s followi ng
completion f res arch. A single pair o walking p,oks wmbe gi veJ1 u• .
C4;1pies

Aiui-c

tnm ents ( such as Mll"1-C:)'.lin1CIJ'\'N:W qocslions, data -colkrLic111 fun n$
fo 1l1is pr(lfU.ll>lll.

3_ rtlili: rd1t111f,in :Mi••JJ) .! rl de:-:i;ri i,e 1lie ai ii;ip;11c:d rats 10 the- subjcct.otlw:rs i.nclu.din an
risks. lhac mjgbf ,,csult fro 1n L - ~1 y.

hy>ical,

1i I fll.' 11l

riam;ial

11,ere is a minim;d ri:sk of losing balanoc r fol ling dW"in r,-atl a..~s, ·sm~,ll ani:E nrainin ,
sess ions. For al l m bi lity assc~smC"nt-.~ n •· il hell nn<l " ·poU~r wil be us to nsur
~ufoty. cs bj ct will be instru t-ed th.at lhey are able 10 quit 1he tivity ut any tim jf
'they de) illOt feel ~a-fc. Palicnt:s , viU b,e iraLned properly to ensu1-e s.afet whi l,c u~iill~ w 1.,1 lking
poles prior I -inil i,1uion uf traini pr }gfaffl , All training sessions wilt be .supervisi,;: y
:principal im•estigato and UND PT gr mite studc 1!i.
b) looi.c-a.•c wl1e1h Ille: twiffl b a \.v· f4 ]in ' ~obj
w t 1hc jin1i1fo: 1io 11 is for-ti 'l'iflg tfll!I Ii k

Cr ·roli!iCS m'

d.Jt.1 51l«'t!!i to<: nsCIIC fi rms, and jif .$0,

ht rc wil l be inilial link octwccn data sheet and consr.ml o:nu. A11data .shec:~!i wil I be
coded and · nsenl fomi wm be:--s orcd
t ly. ,ink will be-u.~
hel
imh jnih a
data pr c~sing illld will di:s1myoo one • d ta aoalys.is ·s com k tod.
c) Pro"Kk n dC;!aipllon ofthe dm mocitming p la n f(lf a ll ti,!

rel1 1hat im'IIJ.lv

~a4eT lhiilt mrnimLII ,ii;&;_

NIA
d) [f lJbe Pl wil I br: 1JJc lt"ad-lD\'.:3-tigelor fo r a multi•._:~ Lill t ~•1,1ily, ~•r ifih Prs m · l lw !OJI will be 1b1: lell!I sil<l
i11 a. m•1il1i-cemer ll!1j(Ly, i l,llllt infl'.llm t 11111bo 1 tlLe mana ern t o.f i11forme.tim1 oblai1100 in muld ,!lii
chnc migh1 be n:kva t to 1~ protc:dio111 1.1f 314,:h J t•ii.:i1.M ~•..11; 1 · 1,1ri;111111t1p 11:d p blt<rru,
in." 11. • ~-- ri. I:~ lo p, i ·ip·
r r.e111. interi n:s
, or proloc I mC!difteaLiOll!!i.

~~h

'"$

NIA.
4.

u b-j ~t Pr ttct l

11-.

a) Dci4:fibe precau."-i1,1n~ you will l.!ki: IO minimize po1cmti.al risks I -rlllc subjects (t:.g., .J; 1ik C:Oildi~iotg,,
Wonning subjet:Ls: Ill som i111fo, id1Jal ma_ hav ~CtOt1 f; CJ11,Mi~111 I 1t1 iom; 10 lhe proc..,Jim-s., dc briefm
c-1 .) .

We wHI en.sure a safe cnviroruflent with licn hed distroc lion,..,., adequate sp cc. Md a ck
walkjn , ~ ,th minimizu obsladc-s. Sub· eel wi H be infon oo that thi:y arc uhlc l( slop any
activity the)' du n l t."4;1 afc p,crli nning. All \-\'al ·11 acth•hy w·11 be directly upervised by
research pc~onncl.
up wiU rem ·n smaUcr or one-on-on~ instrucL1on ani.l supi.:r-vis.i-on..
:,tribe P'f COOt.111:5, you will impl-c:rncnt lo pm11Xt nfldc lutll1y 11 I privar;y Of P· nit:i~ n S ( c;b .IS C ding
subject~ l\O\ljn i
i • ·in info atioo. n:p rting I.la in aggregate fi 111., JWi viu alit1• .a p1111ici .Ill
li~!.'.!, 001. i:n1rucU11g wbcrc 0 11c is.
w I.com~ 1ru.-.lf:J, 11uL ob~r.:n i.-fl,g -0r n,corrdi11g whll pc,:,plc ,cJipc i 110 1
to 11)4.1 JYtlblic, e~,), If prnJi;:i lllJ. wmo re lilc:fy to c \'llt~t'llbl'c to .cocr iun anti L1111fae ·i11 nue1111;t 11:rc 10 lbc
im: I dl'd in lhc- ~arch, d fUM: p \1i:-s.i00!. t prCJlc..'t;I 1h,: rri~)' n i111,i:.-~:,; o these pmtici I.!! Bd
addi~i
I . i · 11. , , npl ·m~ 1cd lo proeccLlb ·gills llllrl we far oftbl?lta.:: pa.s-tidp.mt .

All data will be (od~ and idcnti:tying mO.lr'm atlon will ~ tem(l!vc,J oucc;: an.da!a is gaEhemd.
Afiy repm1in ·wi ll bi: in aggrc tc for u. On 1..be com;ent frmn Lhc p::111.icipmt will i 'c tff}'
,.,,·herhe o not th y e.i ve pcrmi:.s ion 10 p 1otog.rophcd or video record
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tJND IRB H n'li:ln Subjecl& Rcscaidl Protocol - \/ers.JOO 1124/201g

lndiare du r lb subject wkl I be pro\•idcd w ith c py of 1hc- coosc-nt fom1

h
J)

2)
J)
4

5)
c)

~j :t wilt be provid d with a cc p;,

aoo ho\.Y 111 i

con~enJ from prior

:l

w i 11 !loll do

pitrticip io11.

Dcscnibc the pro1aoo·1rngard~ recardi n:tmtio"· Pl~~ ii.die.at tl1a1 ~fll'<:l'-1 ~La [ro 11rlif: , 11,1i,)' aod Ct1met1l
fom1.~ will botll be
·IM!d iri f,;11,itl! fr,d,: ~ loc I it
for 1t1 i i 1'lm ,f 11,rc,e y rs fo liowing 1'11:
,completion of lh i;tudy.
J16::rih£: I) tlu st~ eo loca1JL)l'l l i t _' ~ 1 d i ,ra (sqi rme f1nm l'll.1" · til rms d .\-Ubjcct pi!IM.lll.ll dauft
2) wtio will J,~vc: IIAlCes.s to Ifie: data
:s) hciw fhe
wd I he l~,u •
4) l h ·t 'f"t! ICIQILi on o c nsc:nl f mts nd pcno I dal..il ts
le from rcscan:h dala
5) llow IJ1,,c oo , nr ~M iwijll b ci~myeit

J ·
r · carch data will be .Stu.rec.I scpar'11 Iy from lh c n$1.'11l f; nn. aall!J othc; p,i::rst m1I ta
Only research sand oplc woo ~duit 1 lli r roee ures viii} ve cc ss to th diit·
The <~hi wil l be kept a m3nimum of thrc yi.,ms aoo wil be sh.r<::dd1,,d once d.ala: analysis iS:
complct
C nsenl ltm1'$ .Jnd cfat.a IN'ill be .stored in si:pa: ,11e file i n l!I locked l 1cc 'E'l4 l io
N SM I IS of
snreh r.
. nscn fhm1s. wi ll b ka a mmimum of three yc.ars and \.\ ' ll be shr ddi.: once data anal,>•. as
is er m ple1cd.
Dc:scribc p rocedures co deal with tld,..CT$,C
lrit
iJ 11:t ·. J,
S1 ggcstions 10 conta t a physician

£1,clL:Jdc- an ~xplaMf n f
~ S ID VO1\1 ell,
Subj eel will be referred

1i

I'll ( rcfo mih

i

l

I lpaa a ,C?fli,:if!JI, pt

I

eil re:-, rot d · .. Ii

with

will be made if su ~octs h v any concerns. a.rise.
ii ble I i1)j ')' ,o

d'II se-

1i:.sp>11 1bll[t f, r

or mne.dical re.i,1.t ~ril 1f requited for einy i j ur~1 tbcil rnay _lC-eur
ing assess wnt 111c spo1 iblli y of c
,~lat to y tre tm nt will 1Je the
•5po11si bili y of he subject

Hr. @£11"rPb n r tes su ''"

lcorly dcscn tl,c bcllcrt1s to at,c 5-Ul!j c,ct aoo t, J10Cicty rcsu ti fi m th is ~tlilly 511 b as le in • c-x
s.cr-vi i i:411,:i111;d, ti ,), •teHC' nn ; c: lm crcd ii rlll•'o.r p;ryJmml .iJJC
bclle'fils aoo should be lisl.Cd in lhc
Proroool Dcsmptioo -scotion unde r Mclhodology_
', 'ccas will be ab!~ tu have llhcir 5Lrcn •th. posture. mid Lil ,1_~ ~s ·J at n,. c st. Th y ,,,.ill
also be a bl t experiment ·id, '-'aD
kin • pol . ~hey will he ahle lO d i:rmil'le irthcrc j · y
oenc-fll f usi g , _,, lk.ing p I lo improv th i g,ail and postl.ll'e. '111.e research w1ll m \•iJc

hcr111:li I w I • gc:ncnd soci.cty by scc-i ng the cffoctivcncss f walking poles on p s:Cure and
individual:!'; •ith Patkin~ • · D'sc: s •
I}

•

Cl

rm
!ho

.ut fo,

rucnt proc . s tic!ow atMI be . ure ltl inc ~le 1hc fol lowfng 111 rma11t1 in
de nf11 oo
c; 11Senl fonn' u; not suffid cnl. fhe items Ustcd bcl1i ' ust be aili.tre:1..'INI
111·~

Nt1!~; Sirnpl:y sL-iltmg 'Ki:: 11.ilc;ocd

fo,.r-m,):
I) Tbe person mio 1,•i l I ,co dud 1.lM! c m i• inl ~iie
)
Cl pcn:t.tr• "'fit1 wilI pr ,,We c;ooi;cnt cir pcnnissioo
J A□)' ~aitmg 1)1:t'iotl ~ tween infi
ing 1bc, pro;,,f!L--CLiH: pwti i~ ol 1111d (Jht.ai11 u1 L·nil~ 111
4) ._ ~ _ ~ "1tc.f!! 10 mln111ri:r~ 011: poumbiU,)' o . r;;.ocll'Cic.m r 11rtdui:: irnfl cru:e
5) Th e language {Elilglish, FrCfl 111 1
• de,) I lic !led l1y IJ1o1)~ uh l~f11ii1i c ~ e
6 Tl11e Lnngu C En Iish, F'rer1C'.!1, Ci
n, ll;:,) ~ I • nud by o,~ 11f11 pcr,;,fry pani ipzn1 r I.he leg IJy
led reprc~ntnli\'C
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'lie itifL1rmo!lkiri iti lie comJ1111.t.111ic::a10d 10 die l'rMl!ll!:Cti.v·c p:rrtid 11;mt OT' 01~ !,efr I I~ 11tli'iflriz;.lcl

i)

;rep:rescnlath·e

1) Meridee Danks ,,.ri ll ~upervi · · lh ·n~ rm cd consent intcrvi w.
2) , ·11c individual 1ha1 is volunteering for ehe ~h;idy wii provid consent lo pa,.1i.cip.at-e.
3, Pan i. cipants will b g iven I )Cc nselll lorrr:1 tt, read anJ \vitl be 111l uwt."J1.l to a:sk any q1.1 stions
prior t ohtut ning c n~nl.

4) Prn.'>pe!c11ve iulbjects will ·he told research is ,,.-o lunlary and if fuey do pan[cip.aie, that tl1q will
be abk • slop at any tim..: , ·ilhou p _alt)• .
5) English l.11ngU11gc v.ill be used in ob nining. consent
6) English sp1;akit1g p.ros~ th•~ participants. wm be ~~cruited.
7) Tltc co1 i.: t fonn will i ndic.itc: the ~ ·sments •o l::,,c perform Md the am um oftih 1c to
perform lhcrn and wh will be pe onnin • Lbc a.$.$L'SSOll;! ,s.
A CDPY of lhc consHI !fonn mu.,t !be ■1t.11Jd1ed t 1 Is proposAt

.Ncct·:s:su}' Uacllmi,ols:

181 Signed Slltll:eat • 11s.cnl lo R~le
of ~UC111ional Raord rm ( bckn ) . f1,Jd ril~ '3r.il · ;
~ h1ve:.1iga1ur C'm:ro l!.11S1:1 11cc o f Compr 11cC' (below) (o11 rcscarm rs)
[81 L _ 1_1• !) I 1 1 or ', \. ·m ·r 1,r ,·Ut ·1 II· , ••I J 11 , •ITI' ·J c~,•11~L 1 _l ' ,•,:11 i ii:·ntl' ·,

rl"l ., 1

•••, •

,n,

1, ,

[>rl ~ } ' S, i fl1£_r\'L£W

1111

qu,~1f.c11~

"" :r.ffllm1s., ct<:. ih ppllce'ble ;

□ l"liifl!ed web ~FCCfl~ {if S4lf>'<!)' is o\1-~ O,e ln.'le.11I1r.1); Iii
□ Ad\"Cnisc,nc:nt~ (fly~t, ~~i,.imrrieid ' po
email,'lcttcn;,

rn ~,

.}.

P ri el:pail ve11hg I ~:
I cerlily 1h11 t c i r rma tio JH"(IV.id cd o

ai::eal'dan.e e ·wl._h

lh I. fCJ:r is ■ec:ur-.r~ 11d •h11 111· ~ - ITh "'fill hr- c ndu d c iE
lkntafld that if I 'W~nt lo, BJke clla11111:~ rn. ..t i!' rqurd1
ast s btt1lt ap tM h n n d aL• l! lh.e lRIU rn-it·icw p riod

•·~e.11•••.emc-11•! ·pro~·ided ■ bovc. I III

p r toe la cr JRB ■ppro ~-a , J

implcmr-n ti11:1: au1· c: bi ■ n'2 , .

I wt ll f · 111· rom~:r,r aoil H !ilDmt ~on·· iii )' for 1be e fon:c111ru1 or •am plia eo with :1111 ■ ppl 1;11b fed · r I
reg liah 11$ • nd tr i~· it polil'iC"s lor 1h pl'ota:tl n r lhe i hl.5 llf 1.1man ~ ltj~ct, If! j!.•2 in R'Jt. rch. I
mlc:rsta1ul lh e fa ilure •to do 1l I y r ~ I ·'11 111c s.mplC'm ion o r lcrmi atio n or ro pM«I 1'>t! a rt ud p 11 'ul!:

.. .,.....~,........";j""'
d{)

t1.A· Vi

R~

f/_C

rcli A 1h•lior :

fo rt I rr:sHrm. I undt:l'!IUI 11d f I a I ■ m ~ JlD ll ihle ,. J" Ou: ~ i ■ I I[ lld lld nf tbb raea ·ch H
lilt'.scrlb ed I 011!' pl'{)I ('(t l, I wiUfu[!y rnm pl)' a. d ass c ·ts?O sihi!ily for i lai!! •.nfo.ttieu11:nt r;,, ftuP!pl .11n: 11·it all
.np:pficBJbll'! fodc:ir:11 !l'll!illll:a:lit:ld)I and , 111i ..'Ccr.Jt1:)' polic~ fo r the- protcc£io11 r llwl rij llb Di u H :t'llb,iffls e · pgc~ i
radn- • I und ic-r ta d 1h r: ro·lun: to d :ro may 1ti11lt in t i ~ ~u 1N, i.o111 or lerm·mdio
fp rnpmcd rctt11rch and
p ·ibk rr
Ii
I fodt:ral .age:nc-i:u.
M t be II ""
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MaylS~ 2019

To Whom It Maiy Concern:

The Grand forks YMCA. offers phvsfc;al activity programs to promote wellness for people with
Pa,kjnson's dlsease, such as Rock SWldV Boxing and PWR I Exercise. We a!ways wercome the
UN D Physical Therapy Department faculty and students to as$lst as "olu nteers ~th such
programming.
We wokom~ the- UNO J>hyskal Therapy Department in recruiting participants who attend our
Parkinson classes for their study, ''Effects of Pofe Walkfng on Adurts wUh Parkfnson'5 Dis.ease
following 6 Weeks of lrainJ'ng:I!' Thfs study rs led by UN c Phys.lea! Therapy faculty ,nember,
Marklee Danks, OPT.
The YMCA fulty supports the effort.5. of the UNO Physical 'Therapv faculty and will assist Ills:

needed Jn encouraging parUcipation fn thls study.

Stnc;ereiy,

Adam Sorum
Hearthy tMng Director
Yfir/lCA

215 N 71ti Sheet

Grand "Forks, ND 58203
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GAIT ASSESSMENT MTING SCALE (GARS)
A. General Categor+~s
1. VaoibifJty - a me<il:s,ure of jnconsist,ency ~nd arrhyttimitity in steps and a rm ma11eme,nts
0 = Fluld and predlctablV paood llmb mov mgnt5,
1 oocas.icmal intlitr 'cJptions (tha,;s,e.5 in 11elo~ily) a ppr•Ok.!t"l'l,ll<llr,t < 2S% of the time.
2 == Unpredktatiility 0, fh'p'th rn ,o f rmNement > 25% o,f the time.
3 = Random Um·ing of limb movemflnU.
2. Gu rdednes.s - hes.itanqi, s !OWlleS$, dimi.njshed prop,'Ulsfo11 and litck of aimmitm l!nt stetPping
and .arm swmg.
0 = Good forw\llrd rnomenu.1m .~nd ~i;lc of ~vpr-ehe n$io111 in pr(! piulston.
:1 = Center of gravity of hea<i,, arms :a nd trunk HM,T) proj,ects only slightly i11 fro11t of pU5h nrf, but ·sti'I!
gaod arm • Jr!!g coordiMllon,
2 = IHA he:ttl oYer nteriQr aspe1:t of foot. and some rnoderilte lo5s; gf sm!Xlth reciprocation.
l ;:. HAT h Id' over r a r a~e-ct of s.tim~ ipha w foot, and ~eat tentatilveflen fn step.ping.

l, Witati.iin, - an lrreeular llne of progression.
o Straight line Qf pl'ogres.s on frontal view.
1 = Single deviation fr,o:m straiG)ht rlfne of progTe.s5io:n.
2 • Two to thrEe dtv.l.tticms. rrorn straight llrte at pr,ogrnsS!ion,
3 ~ Fou_r or rnore de-11'iations m:11:n straighl line of progrenion.
'1. W,i11ddlJng ~~Abroad based p it charatter:ized by e.icc~.sswe trnnc.al cross.Ing of the mid line and

beridi111. •
o = Narir-o w bas,e of sup~ort and oody !held nearly 'll'ilrtlcal ly over f.eet,

::: S!itnt sepa.ratii;m of medial a.sped~ of feet a.nd aust pe.rceiPtib-le later-al mavement1: Qf ht!ad
tnmk,
z l " to 4 11 5eparat1on of feet and (J•bvious bending of trunk to siid12 so that cog of ooad li~s well over
lps,lrateral .s.tance foot.
S, Stilp:;er!"I - si.r.i;ldl;'ri ~ndl 1111,e:,cpectetl latera·11y d il'eclecl Pillrtial lo:s;se.s of bal:lnc:e,
0 = No. r.osses ot baFame t•o side,
l • A, sing le lurch t c 1he scde .
2 = T"wo, I urches fo the side.
3 . Three Of more h.ird112S to the side,

B.. t.o.wer)xtteiolty; categories
1. Perc.entoftlme in SWin&- loss •Of per,cent.age in the gait •cycte oo nstilut.ecl by lhe swing phase.
O= Approidmi!telv 3:2 r tl'o 0f st:ance:swlng,
l, - 1:1 or less ratio or $ta nc~::swing.
2 = M11r1kedlry pr'1'1ooged stance phase bul with some ot>\Jiol,Jij swl11g time· remaijn.ins.
3 = Barely pe.rceptiblle po ion of citd~ spent in swing pha.se .
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to which the heel s.ltrilms lh~

ht>el 0111
forl!!foot.

3.

ROM

to 70 or

knee ftell:ion
,11nr~PJil1r,;:

4$

or, less,,

in elbow r.1ngr:: of molkm1,
[a;:iproxim,1te111· 20
distinct maximal flell:ion at

3. ,,,1,,u,11,1,.,rMJla·!iil'!llll.llllUH
0 = shoufders held i>Jmost

I

•

t1f p,!l(itlOfQt,:.11;:iill

1nrraarn:a

jn

to trunll:e

shoulders hc!id 5 1
slK!ulder!i he~ 10 to 20
= .shoulders hetd ,.,,.,,.,.,.,,,, lhM1 20

·to ~id,:!!.
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APPENDIX B - CONSENT FORM
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1

I INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT TEMPLATE
IC 701-B

01/21/2019

THE UNIVERSITY of NORTH DAKOTA
INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING AN INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT

INSTRUCTIONS:
□
This consent document template is recommended for non-medical studies because it contains all
required elements of consent.
□
The highlighted text throughout this document offers suggestions and guidance. It should be
deleted and replaced with information specific to your study and then un-highlighted. All other
text on the document should remain.
CONSENT DOCUMENT INSTRUCTIONS:
□
Consent documents should be written in the second person (e.g., "You are invited to participate").
Use of the first person (e.g., "I understand that...") can be interpreted as suggestive and can
constitute coercive influence over a subject.
□
The consent form should be written at about an eighth grade reading level. Clearly define
complicated terms and put technical jargon in lay terms.
CONSENT DOCUMENT FORMAT:
□
To facilitate the IRB review process, the sample format below is recommended for consent forms.
□
Prepare the entire document in 12 point type, with no blank pages or large blank
spaces/paragraphs.
□ Do not change the margins on the document. They are set to allow room for the IRB approval
stamp.
□ Multiple page consent documents should contain page numbers and a place for the subject to
initial each page.
CONCISE SUMMARY FOR ANY CONSENT FORM OVER 6 PAGES:
If your consent is more than 6 pages, provide a brief explanation of the project that is concise and
focused, and that will most likely assist a prospective subject to understand the research and choose to
participate. This presentation of information is to be short, and can summarize information explained later
in greater detail. This summary should include:
□ The purpose and expected duration
□ Major requirements of the study
□
The most important risks and/or benefits
□
Other alternatives to participating, if appropriate
□ Time commitment
ASSISTANCE
□ If you have questions about or need assistance with writing an informed consent please call the
Institutional Review Board office at 701 777-4279 or UND.irb@UND.edu.
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1
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
CONSENT TOPARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

Project Title:

Effects of Pole Walking on Adults with Parkinson's Disease
Following 6 Weeks of Training

Principal Investigator:

Meridee Danks, DPT

Phone/Email Address:

701-777-3861 I meridee.danks@und.edu

Department:

Physical Therapy

What should I know about this research?
□ Someone will explain this research to you.
□ Taking part in this research is voluntary. Whether you take part is up to you.
□ If you don't take part, it won't be held against you.
□ You can take part now and later drop out, and it won't be held against you
□ If you don't understand, ask questions.
□ Ask all the questions you want before you decide.
How long will I be in this research?
We expect that your taking part in this research will last ~7-8 weeks (pre-/post-testing/6 weeks
training).
Why is this research being done?
The purpose of this research is to determine the effects of the use of walking poles on physical
functioning, stability, balance, and posture in individuals with mild to moderate Parkinson's
Disease. Pole walking is a new and simple type of fitness walking using specially designed
poles. Two poles are used while walking, each pole moving with the opposite leg (left pole with
the right leg and right pole with the left leg). The poles help with your balance and exercise your
arms while you walk. Your participation will allow the researchers to evaluate the walking pole
benefits among individuals with Parkinson's Disease. The aim of this study is to examine the
effects of pole walking on physical functioning in individuals with Parkinson's Disease after
completing a walking program.
What happens to me if I agree to take part in this research?
If you decide to take part in this research study, demographic/general health information, a
Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), and a Parkinson's Disease Quality of Life
(PDQ) survey will be taken. Following, you will participate in a pre-study assessment, lasting
approximately 45 minutes. Prior to completing this assessment, your blood pressure, heart rate,
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Date: _ _ __
Subject Initials: _ __

2
and oxygen saturation will be tested. If any abnormal readings are found, you will be asked to
get your doctors approval to participate in the study. You will then move through a series of 6
stations of commonly used Physical Therapy assessments that evaluate strength, endurance, and
walking - the first being an instrumented walkway (GAITRite) that will record walking measures
(such as footprints, velocity measure, etc); followed by height and weight measurements, Five
Times Sit-to-Stand test, Chair Sit-and Reach Test, Back Scratch Test, and Dynamic Gait Index
(DGI). Vital signs will be re-checked following completion of the tests above. Picture and/or
video recordings via iPads may be used to document your standing and walking posture.
Following the assessment, you will be fitted with a set of walking poles that will be used for the
duration of the pole walking training program. You will receive thorough instruction (~30-60
minutes) regarding use of the walking poles prior to starting this 6 week walking program. The
group walking program will meet 2 times per week for 6 weeks. Each session will include 5-10
minutes of warm-up stretching activities, 30 minutes of pole walking, with rest breaks as needed,
and a 5-10 minute of cool down/stretching period at the end. Total class time is estimated to be
~45 minutes. Walking poles will be provided. Each participant will fill out a weekly activity log
during the 6-week training program. If you are unable to make it to a session you will be asked to
try and complete the training session on your own. Following the 6 weeks of training, a one time
post-training survey and assessment will be completed (~45 minutes). Pictures and videos via
iPads will be taken in this study to analyze your posture and gait. Permission to use these
pictures and videos in a written report or article will be requested prior to use.

Could being in this research hurt me?
The most important risks or discomforts that you may expect from taking part in this research
include losing your balance or falling during gait assessments and training sessions, although the
risk is minimal. Risk will be minimized through proper instruction and assistance during
assessments and training sessions. This study requires you to complete aerobic exercise. Prescreening will be completed and vital signs (heart rate, oxygen saturation and rate of perceived
exertion) will be monitored during each session. Only subjects that are community walkers with
Parkinson's Disease will be allowed to participate. Your participation is voluntary and you will
be able to quit the activity at any time if you do not feel safe.
Will being in this research benefit me?
The most important benefits that you may expect from taking part in this research include that
you will be able to have your strength, posture, and gait assessed at no cost. Also, you will be
able to experiment with walking poles and partake in a 6-week walking program. You will be
able to assess whether or not you personally benefit from the use of walking poles to improve
your posture, gait, and balance.
The research will also provide benefit to the general public by determining the effectiveness of
walking poles on posture and gait in individuals with Parkinson's Disease during community
ambulation.
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How many people will participate in this research?
Approximately 2-4 individuals with mild to moderate Parkinson's Disease will take part in
training sessions at one time in this study. Participants need to be over the age of eighteen, are
community ambulators, and have no recent health concerns that might impact their ability to
perform pole walking training. Pre- and post-assessments will be performed at University of
North Dakota Medical School (UNDSMHS). Pole walking training sessions will be performed
outside on community walking paths or sidewalks.
Will it cost me money to take part in this research?
You will not have any costs for being in this research study. You will be required to travel to the
pre- and post-assessment and to each training session held twice per week for 6 weeks. Parking
permits will be provided for lots at UNDSMHS.
In the event that this research activity results in an injury, treatment will be available including
first aid, emergency treatment and follow-up care as needed. Payment for any such treatment is
to be provided by you (you will be billed) or your third-party payer, if any (such as health
insurance, Medicare, etc.) No funds have been set aside to compensate you in the event of injury.
Also, the study staff cannot be responsible if you knowingly and willingly disregard the
directions they give you.

Will I be paid for taking part in this research?
You will not be paid for being in this research study. Your name will be entered into a drawing
for a free pair of walking poles following the group walking program.
Who is funding this research?
The University of North Dakota and the research team are receiving no payments from other
agencies, organizations, or companies to conduct this research study.
What happens to information collected for this research?
The records of this study will be kept private to the extent permitted by the law. Your private
information may be shared with individuals and organizations that conduct or watch over this
research, including:
•
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) that reviewed this research
•
Researcher graduate student assistants and research statistician.
We may publish the results of this research. However, we will keep your name and other
identifying information confidential. We protect your information from disclosure to others to
the extent required by law. We cannot promise complete secrecy. Any information that is
obtained in this study and that can be identified with you will remain confidential and will be
disclosed only with your permission or as required by law. If we write a report or article about
this study, we will describe the study results in a summarized manner so that you cannot be
identified. Pictures and videos via iPads will be taken in this study to analyze your posture and
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gait. Permission to use these pictures and videos in a written report or article will be requested
prior to use. Recordings will be stored on a password protected computer for a minimum of
three years for data analysis purposes by researchers. Data or specimens collected in this
research might be de-identified and used for future research or distributed to another investigator
for future research without your consent.
We may publish the results of this research. However, we will keep your name and other
identifying information confidential. We protect your information from disclosure to others to
the extent required by law. We cannot promise complete secrecy.

What if I agree to be in the research and then change my mind?
If you decide to leave the study early, we ask that you call the study coordinator. Your
participation is voluntary. You may choose not to participate or you may discontinue your
participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with
the University of North Dakota. There will be no penalty if you choose not to participate in this
study.
Who can answer my questions about this research?
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think this research has hurt you or made you
sick, talk to the research team at the phone number listed above on the first page.
This research is being overseen by an Institutional Review Board ("IRB"). An IRB is a group of
people who perform independent review of research studies. You may talk to them at
701.777.4279 or UND.irb@UND.edu if:
□ You have questions, concerns, or complaints that are not being answered by the research
team.
□ You are not getting answers from the research team.
□ You cannot reach the research team.
□ You want to talk to someone else about the research.
□ You have questions about your rights as a research subject.
□ You may also visit the UND IRB website for more information about being a research
subject: http://und.edu/research/resources/human-subjects/research-participants.html
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Your signature documents your consent to take part in this study. You will receive a copy of this
form.

Subject's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature of Subject

Date

I have discussed the above points with the subject or, where appropriate, with the subject's
legally authorized representative.

Signature of Person Who Obtained Consent

Date
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ID#

Walking Pole Pre-Participation Screen
Age: _ _ __
Employment: Retired

Gender (circle one):

Employed

M

F

Volunteer

Please specify:(# hrs/week & type)

Duration of Parkinson's Disease:- - - -

List your major problems secondary to Parkinson's:

Present Medications:

1. Do you currently have difficulty walking?
If "yes," please specify:

Yes

No

2. Do use a cane or walker to get around?
If yes, indicate type:

Yes

No

57

3. Have you fallen in the past year?

Yes

No

Yes

No

5. Have you ever used walking poles prior to this study?
If "yes," how often?

Yes

No

6. Do you participate in regular physical activity?
If "yes," please specify type of exercise and how often you
engage in this activity:

Yes

No

If yes, how many times? _ _ _ _ __

What caused the falls?

4. Do you have any health concerns or recent injuries that
may impair your participation in a walking pole program?
If "yes," please list and explain:

7. How would you describe your activity level? (please check one)
_ _ Sedentary = little to no regular activity
_ _ Lightly Active = at least 20 minutes of exercise 1-3 times per week
_ _ Moderately Active= at least 30-60 minutes of exercise 3-4 times per week
_ _ Very Active = 60 minutes of exercise 5-7 times per week
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ID#- - - -

Post-Participation Survey

1. Please rate how much you liked using walking poles on a scale from 0-10, 0 indicating
not at all, 10 being the highest score. (circle one)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2. What did you like the most about walking with poles?

3. What did you like least about walking with poles?

4. Do you feel that walking poles improved your balance?

Yes

No

5. Do you feel that walking poles improved your posture?
Comments:

Yes

No

6. Would you continue to use walking poles outside of this study? Yes

No

If yes, when would you use them?

7. Have you started any new activities since the start of the study?
If yes, explain.

8.

Yes

No

How would you describe your activity level? (please check one)
_ _ Sedentary = little to no regular activity
_ _ Lightly Active= at least 20 minutes of exercise 1-3 times per week
_ _ Moderately Active= at least 30-60 minutes of exercise 3-4 times per week
_ _ Very Active = 60 minutes of exercise 5-7 times per week
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PDQ-39 QUESTIONNAIRE
Please complete the following
Please tick one box for each question
Due to having Parkinson's disease,
how often during the last month
have you ....
Had difficulty doing
the leisure activities which
you would like to do?

Never

Occasionally

Sometimes

□
□
□
□
□
□

□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

Often

Always
or cannot do
at all

□
□
□
□
□
□

□

2

Had difficulty looking after
your home, e.g. DIY,
housework, cooking?

3

Had difficulty carrying bags
of shopping?

4

Had problems walking half
a mile?

5

Had problems walking 100
yards?

6

Had problems getting
around the house as easily
as you would like?

7

Had difficulty getting
around in public?

□

□

□

□

□

8

Needed someone else to
accompany you when you
went out?

□

□

□

□

□

9

Felt frightened or worried
about falling over in
public?

□

□

□

□

□

10

Been confined to the
house more than you
would like?

11

Had difficulty washing
yourself?

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

12

Had difficulty dressing
yourself?

13

Had problems doing up
your shoe laces?

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Please check that you have ticked one box for each question before going on to the next page
Page 3 of 12
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Questionnaires for patient completion

Due to having Parkinson's disease,
how often during the last month
have you....

Please tick one box for each question

Never

Occasionally

Sometimes

Often

Always
or cannot do
at all

14

Had problems writing
clearly?

□

□

□

□

□

15

Had difficulty cutting up
your food?

16

Had difficulty holding a
drink without spilling it?

17

Felt depressed?

18

Felt isolated and lonely?

19

Felt weepy or tearful?

20

Felt angry or bitter?

21

Felt anxious?

22

Felt worried about your
future?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Felt you had to conceal
your Parkinson's from
people?

□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

23

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

24

Avoided situations which
involve eating or drinking
in public?

□

□

□

□

□

25

Felt embarrassed in public
due to having Parkinson's
disease?

26

Felt worried by other
people's reaction to you?

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

27

Had problems with your
close personal
relationships?

□

□

□

□

□

28

Lacked support in the
ways you need from your
spouse or partner?
If you do not have a spouse or
partner tick here

□

□
□

□

□

□

29

Lacked support in the
ways you need from your
family or close friends?

□

□

□

□

□

Please check that you have ticked one box for each question before going on to the next page

Page 4 of 12
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Questionnaires for patient completion

Due to having Parkinson's disease,
how often during the last month
have you....
30

Unexpectedly fallen asleep
during the day?

31

Had problems with your
concentration, e.g. when
reading or watching TV?

32

Felt your memory was
bad?

33

Had distressing dreams or
hallucinations?

34

Had difficulty with your
speech?

35

Felt unable to
communicate with people
properly?

36

Felt ignored by people?

37

Had painful muscle
cramps or spasms?

38

Had aches and pains in
your joints or body?

39

Felt unpleasantly hot or
cold?

Please tick one box for each question
Never

Occasionally

Sometimes

Often

Always

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

Please check that you have ticked one box for each question before going on to the next page

Thank you for completing the PDQ 39 questionnaire

Page 5 of 12
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Questionnaires for patient completion

APPENDIX F - UPDRS - III
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Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale
Ill. Motor Examinat~on
18.Speech
0 = Normal.
1 = Slight loss of expression, diction and/or volume.
2 = Monotone, slurred but understan dable; moderately
impaired.
3 = Marked impairment, difficult to understand.
4 = Unintelligible.

19. Facial Expression
0 = Normal.
1 = Minimal hypomimia, could be normal "Poker Face."
2 = Slight but definitely abnormal diminution of facial
expression
3 = Moderate hypomimia; lips parted some of the time.
4 = Masked or fixed fades with severe or complete luss of
facial expression; lips parted 1/4 inch or more.
20. Tremor at Rest (head, upper and lower extremities)
0 = Absent.
1 = Slight and infrequently present.
2 = Mild in amplitude and persistent. Or moderate in
amplitude, but only intermittently present.
3 = Moderate in ampl~tude and present most of the time.
4 = Marked in amplitude and present most of the time.

21. Action or Postural Tremor of Hands
0 = Absent.
1 = Slight; present with action.
2 = Moderate in amplitude, present with action.
3 = Moderate in amplitude with posture holding as well
as action.
4 = Marked in amplitude; interferes with feeaing.

PD workboo)s.
♦
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22. Rigidity(Judged on passive movement of major joints
with patient relaxed in sitting position. Cogwheeling to
be ignored.)
0 =Absent.
1 = Slight or detectable only when activated by mirror or
other movements.
2 = Mild to moderate.
3 = Marked, but full range of motion easily achieved.
4 = Severe, range of motion achieved with difficulty.

23. Finger Taps (Patient taps thumb with index finger in
rapid succ~~~ion.)
0 = Normal.
1 = Mild slowing and/or reduction in amplitude.
2 = Moderately impaired. DefinHe and early fatiguing.
May have occasional arrests in movement.
3 = Severely impaired. Fr,eguept hesitation in initiating
movements or arrests in ongoing movement.
4 = Can barely perform the task.

24. Hand Mov4;?ments (Patient opens and closes hands
in rapid succesion.)
0 = Normal.
1 = Mild slowing and/or reduction in amplitude.
2 = Moderately impaired. Definite and early fatiguing.
May have occasional arrests in movement.
3 = Severely impaired. Freq~ent hesitation in initiating
movements or arrests·in ongoing movement.
4 = Can barely perform the task.

25. Rapid Alternating Movements of Hands (Pronation-s.upination movements of hands, vertically
and horizontally, with as large an amplitude as possible,
both hands simultaneously.)
0 = Normal.
1 = Mild slowing and/or reduction in amplitude.
2 = Moderately impaired. Definite and early fatiguing.
May have occasional arrests in movement.
3 = Severely impaired. Frequent hesitation in initiating
movements or arrests in ongoing movement.
4 = Can barely perform the task.

Fahn S, Elton R, Members of the UPDRS Development Committee. In: Fahn S, Marsden CD, Caine QB, Goldstein M, eds. Recent Developments in Parkinson's Disease, Vol 2. Florham
Park, NJ. Macmillan Health Care Information 1987, 153-163, 293-304.
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Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale
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26. Leg Agility (Patient taps-heel on the ground in rapid
succession picking up entire leg. Amplitude should be
at least 3 inches.)
0 = Normal.
1 = Mild slowing and/or reduction in amplitude.
2 = Moderately impaired. De.n rite and early fatiguing.
May have occasional arrests.i n movement~
3 = Severely impaired. Frequent hesitation in initiating
movements or arrests in ongoing movement.
4 = Can barely perform the task.

30. Postural Stability (Response to sudden, strong
posterior displatement produced by pull on shoulders
while patient erect with eyes open and feet slightly apart.
Patient is prepared.)
0 = Normal.
1 = Retropulsion, but recovers unaided.
2 = Absence of postural response; would fall if not caught
by examiner.
3 = Very unstable, tends to lose-balance spontaneously.
4 = Unable to stand without assistance.

27. Arising from Chair (Patient attempts to rise from a
straightbacked chair, with arms folded across-chest.)
0 =Normal.. .
1 = Slow; or may need more than one attempt. ·
2 = Push.~s self up from arms of seat.
3 = Tends to fall back and may have to try more than one
time, but can get up without help.
4 = Unable to arise-without help.

31. Body Bradykinesia and Hypokinesia (Combining
slowness, hesitancy, decreased arm swing, small
amplitude, and poverty of movement in general.)
0 = None.
1 = Minimal slowness, giving movement a deliberate
character; could be normal for some persons. Possibly
reduced amplitude.
2 = Mild degree of slowness and poverty of movement
which is definitely abnormal. Alternatively, some reduced
amplitude.
3 = Moderate slowness, poverty or small amplitude of
movement.
4 = Marked slowness, poverty or small amplitude of
movement.

28. Posture
0 = Normal erect.
1 = Not quite erect, slightly stooped posture; could be
normal for older person.
2 = Moderately stooped posture, cleflnitely abnormal;
can be slightly leaning to one side.
3 = Severely stooped posture with kyphosis; can be
moderately leaning.to one side.
4 = Marked flexion with extreme abnormality of posture.

29. Gait
0 = Normal.
1 = Walks slowly, may shuffle with short steps, but no
festination (hastening steps) or propulsion.
2 = Walks with difficulty, but requires little or no assistance;
may have some festination, short steps, or propulsion.
3 = Severe disturbance of gait, requiring assistance.
4 = Cannot walk at all, even with assistance.

Fahn S, Elton R, Members of the UPDRs ·Development Committee. In: Fahn S, Marsden CD, Caine DB, Goldstein M, eds. Recent Developments in Parkinson's Disease, Vol 2. Florham
Park, NJ. Macmillan Health Care IAformatio n 1987, 153-163, 293-304.
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APPENDIX G - ACTIVITY LOG
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Activity Record
Record number of miru1tes per day of each ,activity lbehiw:
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APPENDIX H- WARM-UP & COOL-DOWN
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Warm-Up~ 7 minutes
• Butt kicks
o 10 reps bilaterally
•

Heel-toe rocks
o 10 reps

•

Mini squats with power ups (poles in front)
o 10 reps

•

Marching (poles in front)
o 30 seconds

•

Rotation pivot with poles
o 10 reps bilaterally

•

Diagonal reaching with dynamic knee bend
o 10 reps bilaterally

•

Shoulder rolls
o Forwards and backwards, 10 reps each direction

•

Arm stretch across body
o 15 seconds bilaterally

•

Neck flexion/extension/side-bending/rotation
o 5 reps each direction

Cool-Down~ 5 minutes
• Hamstring stretch (seated)
o 30 seconds bilaterally
•

Arm stretch across body
o 15 seconds bilaterally

•

Triceps stretch
o 15 seconds bilaterally

•

Trunk rotation (holding poles)
o 10 reps bilaterally
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RPE SCALE
Nothing

1

Very Easy

2
-, ..

3:

Easy

4

Comfortable

5

i

Somewhat Difficult

6

Difficult

7

Hard

8

Very Hard

9

Extremely Hard

:LO

Ma·x imal/Exhaustion
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APPENDIX J - BACKSCRATCH TEST NORMAL VALUES
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Men's Normal Values (cm)

Age

Below Average

Average

Above Average

60-64

> 16.51

16.51 to 0

<0

65-69

> 19.05

19.05 to -2.54

<-2.54

70-74

> 20.32

20.32 to -2.54

<-2.54

75-79

> 22.86

22.86 to -5.08

< -5.08

80-84

> 24.13

24.13 to -5.08

< -5.08

85-89

>25.40

25.40 to -7.62

< -7.62

90-94

> 26.67

26.67 to -10.16

< -10.16

Women's Normal Values (cm)

Age

Below Average

Average

Above Average

60-64

>7.62

7.62 to 3.81

<3.81

65-69

> 8.89

8.89 to 3.81

< 3.81

70-74

> 10.16

10.16 to 2.54

<2.54

75-79

> 12.7

12.7 to 1.27

< 1.27

80-84

> 13.97

13.97 to 0

<0

85-89

> 17.78

17.78 to -2.54

< -2.45

90-94

> 20.32

20.32 to -2.54

<-2.54
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APPENDIX K- CHAIR SIT AND REACH NORMAL VALUES
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Men's Normal Values (cm)
Age

Below Average

Average (in inches)

Above Average

60-64

<-6.3

-6.35 to 10.16

> 10.16

65-69

< -7.62

-7.62 to 7.62

>7.62

70-74

<-8.89

-8.89 to 6.35

> 6.35

75-79

< -10.16

-10.16 to 5.08

> 5.08

80-84

< -13.97

-13.97 to 3.81

> 3.81

85-89

< -13.97

-13.97 to 1.27

> 1.27

90-94

< -16.51

-16.51 to -1.27

> -1.27

Women's Normal Values (cm)
Age

Below Average

Average

Above Average

60-64

< -1.27

-1.27 to 12.7

> 12.7

65-69

< -1.27

-1.27 to 11.43

> 11.43

70-74

<-2.54

-2.54 to 10.16

> 10.16

75-79

< -3.81

-3.81 to 8.89

> 8.89

80-84

< -5.08

-5.08 to 7.62

>7.62

85-89

< -6.35

-6.35 to 6.35

> 6.35

90-94

<-11.43

-11.43 to 2.54

>2.54
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